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ABSTRACT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF 
NEIGHBORHOODS AND ITS APPLICATIONS
by
Michael J. Cullinane 
University of New Hampshire, May, 1997
Neighborhoods have played a fundamental role in general topology since the birth of 
the field. This work outlines the historical evolution of the notion o f neighborhood and 
employs neighborhood assignments, weak neighborhood assignments, and a naturally 
induced notion of duality in a study of non-Hausdorff topological spaces. Neighborhood 
characterizations of various classes o f spaces, among them the developable and the 
pseudometrizable spaces, are obtained. A generalization of topological spaces based upon 
a primitive notion of neighborhood is explored and examples are supplied to motivate the 
investigation.
vii
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INTRODUCTION
This work focuses on the mathematical notion of neighborhood.
Chapter One traces the formulation and evolution of this concept during the early part 
of the twentieth century and examines its connections with the historical development of 
topological spaces.
In Chapter Two neighborhood assignments are employed in a study of non- 
Hausdorff topological spaces. The important topological concepts of pseudometrizability 
and developability, among others, receive close scrutiny.
A generalized setting for the introduction o f neighborhoods is provided in Chapter 
Three. Several examples are developed there to suggest the significance of non-topological 
neighborhood structures.
In the body of the text boldface type is used to indicate a word or phrase is being 
defined. Although we have suppressed the only if, definitions are, of course, understood 
to be i f  and only //statements.
We denote the set of positive integers and the set of real numbers by N and R , 
respectively.
A sequence x w ill be denoted by (* „), where xn represents x(n). I f  (xn ) is a 
sequence in a topological space (X, r) and (xn) converges to p , we write xn — ► p.
I f  (X, t) is a topological space and A C X , we write AT or simply A for the closure 
of A in (X, t) , In tT(A) for the interior of A in (X, r ) , and r|A  for the relative topology 
on A induced by r .
The reader may refer to Munkres’ Topology, A First Course [Mu] for standard 
topological terminology and notations not defined in this dissertation.
1
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CHAPTER ONE
AN OVERVIEW OF THE EVOLUTION OF 
NEIGHBORHOODS IN GENERAL TOPOLOGY
Given a topological space (X , r ) , an element p E X , and a set N  C X, it is common 
to refer to N  as a neighborhood o f p provided that there exists G E t  such that 
p E G Q N .  The collection o f all neighborhoods of p in (X, r) w ill be denoted by 
Nr {p).
This notion of neighborhood can be considered primitive and from it the theory of 
topological spaces can be derived. Specifically:
1.1 Theorem. I f  X is a nonempty set and for each x E X  there is a nonempty 
collection A(x) o f subsets of X satisfying
(1) A E /? (jc) =* jcE A ,
(2) A,BEA(x)  => A H B E A (x ) ,
(3) (AEA(x)  and AQB)  =* BEA{Jt),and
(4) AEA(x)  =* (BBE/4(jc) with B C A  and B E ^ (y )V y E B ),
then r  = {S C X : V jc  ES, 3 Ax EA(x), Ax C S'} is a topology on X  and, for each jc  E X ,
Nr (x) = A{x).
In this chapter we sketch the evolution of the notion o f neighborhood in general 
topology from its roles in Hilbert’s axioms for an abstract plane and Veblen’s definition of 
a linear continuum to its appearances, in more or less contemporary form, in Hausdorff’s 
and, later, Frdchet’s, axioms for a topological space. We also discuss the relationship of 
the neighborhood concept to other primitive notions on which mathematicians o f the early
2
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part of the twentieth century attempted to base a theory of abstract spaces. Generalization 
and axiomatization were motivating a great deal o f mathematical research during this time 
and it is worth remembering that many mathematics practitioners o f this time were careful 
to distinguish between the terms point and element. Points were the members of well- 
known mathematical sets and were often capable of being interpreted geometrically, for 
example the points o f n -dimensional Euclidean space, while elements were members of 
sets or classes which were to be understood solely through the axioms imposed on them. 
Thus, in paraphrasing the axioms laid out by the mathematicians cited in this chapter, we 
have paid more attention to this distinction than would normally be desirable (and more 
than w ill be paid to it in the following chapters of this dissertation).
We begin with David Hilbert [Hlb] who, in 1902, employs a notion of neighborhood 
to formulate axioms for an “ abstract plane” in his book Grundlagen der Geometrie . 
Included among these axioms are the following:
(1) The plane is a set of objects called points. Every point determines certain 
subsets o f the plane, called neighborhoods o f the point. A point belongs to 
each of its neighborhoods.
(2) I f  q is any point in a neighborhood of p , then this neighborhood is also 
a neighborhood of q .
(3) For any two neighborhoods o f a point p , there exists a neighborhood of 
p that is contained in their intersection.
(4) I f  p and q are any two points o f the plane, then there exists a 
neighborhood o f p which also contains the point q .
It needs to be pointed out that Hilbert’s objective in setting down these, and several 
other, axioms is the exploration of the foundations o f plane geometry, not the study of 
abstract spaces perse. 1 To Hilbert, the abstract plane is simply an axiomatized version of 
what he calls the “number plane,”  that is, the Cartesian plane.
1Thus, Hilbert uses the word point rather than element.
3
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However, it is also apparent that Hilbert’s axiomatic system documents several ideas 
that w ill later emerge as cornerstones in the formulation of an abstract notion of 
neighborhood and, on a broader level, the development of the theory of topological spaces. 
For instance, we may note that, in relation to modem terminology, H ilbert’s 
neighborhoods o f a point are open (Axiom 2) and constitute a structure closer to a 
neighborhood base at the point rather than an actual neighborhood system. Exactly how 
much influence Hilbert’s conception o f neighborhoods had on the development of 
neighborhoods in general topology is unclear because the evidence on this front is sketchy.
Although he does not use the term neighborhood, Oswald Veblen [Ve], in his 1905 
definition o f a linear continuum , introduces the term segment to refer to the set o f all 
elements in a linearly ordered set that lie (strictly) between two given elements. Veblen’s 
axioms, besides defining a linear order, define completeness in terms of Dedekind cuts and 
include postulates of closure, density, and uniformity. Together, these axioms allow him 
to conclude that every bounded set in a linear continuum has a supremum, an infimum, and 
at least one lim iting element (for Veblen, a lim iting element o f a set S is an element p 
having the property that every segment containing p  contains an element o f S distinct from 
p ), and to prove a version of the Heine-Borel Theorem.
Veblen’s observations clearly convey the spirit o f Cantor’s point-set theory for the 
real line. In fact, the evolution of the notion o f neighborhood cannot be separated from the 
attempt to generalize this theory. The formulation, in an abstract setting, o f an appropriate 
notion o f lim iting element of a set had become a primary goal of mathematical analysts 
around the turn of the century. The idea of taking a notion of neighborhood of a point as 
primitive was not as popular. Since Veblen’s segments may be viewed as neighborhoods 
of each of their elements, his work contributes not only to the explicitly defined limiting 
element concept, but also, quite significantly, to the development of neighborhoods. As 
with Hilbert, there is a sense of “ openness”  attaching itself to the neighborhood concept 
and, like H ilbert’s axioms, Veblen’s explorations are anchored to a specific agenda
4
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(defining a linear continuum). It is with the investigations of Maurice Frdchet and Frederic 
Riesz that we begin to encounter truly abstract settings for the study o f point-sets.
By 1906 Maurice Frdchet [F rl] has defined several different types of abstract spaces 
in an attempt to develop an axiomatic point-set theory. In each of these spaces an element 
p  is a lim it element of a set S i f  there is a sequence of distinct elements from S that 
converges to p . The set of all lim it elements of a set is called the derived set of the given 
set. A set is then taken to be closed if  it contains its derived set. The notion of 
convergence of a sequence varies from space to space, however.
In those spaces Frdchet referred to as being classe (V), the notion o f lim it of a 
sequence is defined through the use of what Frdchet calls a voisinage, a kind of distance 
function. The voisinage ( , ) returns, for every pair of elements, a nonnegative real 
number to be interpreted as the distance between the elements, and is required to satisfy the 
following properties:
(1) (a, b) •  0 a - b  \
(2) (a, £»)-(£», a);
(3) there exists a nonnegative real-valued function cp defined on R for which
<p{xn) - *  0 whenever xn - *  0, and
((a,b) <6, (b,c) <6)  =*> (a,c)<<p(6).
A sequence (an) is then taken to converge to p if  and only i f  (an, p) - *  0 asn-+® .
It should be noted that the French word voisinage can be translated as neighborhood. 
Thus, Frechet, in his classe (V), which we may observe is actually the class of metrizable 
topological spaces, introduces a notion o f neighborhood. O f course, this notion of 
neighborhood is still quite far removed from the modem topological notion of 
neighborhood in the sense that, formally, a voisinage does not represent a set of elements, 
but rather a nonnegative real number. However, once our attention is fixed on a certain 
element p , the set S(p, e) of all elements whose distances from p are less than some 
specified positive number e forms, on an intuitive level, what we may think of as a
5
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neighborhood of p , that is, a set o f elements “ near” the given element p . Thus, Frechet’s 
use of abstract distances leads naturally to a notion o f sphere centered at an element and 
these spheres can be regarded as neighborhoods in the distance setting, although they may 
not represent neighborhoods in the topological setting induced by the distance.
At approximately the same time (1907), Frederic Riesz [Ri], working independently 
of Frdchet, puts forth axioms for what he terms a mathematical continuum. Significantly, 
where Frdchet makes use of distances, Riesz suppresses any notion o f distance and
concentrates instead on a primitive notion o f derived set and a consequent notion of
neighborhood of a point. Part of the motivation for Riesz’s approach results from his 
belief that certain mathematical theories, such as Cantor’s theory of ordinal numbers and 
order types, are not equipped with intrinsic notions o f distance, and, thus, any suitably 
abstract conception of space should not rely on distance at the primitive level.
Riesz’s axioms for a mathematical continuum employ an undefined notion of derived 
set built upon the principle that for any element of the continuum and any set in the 
continuum, either the element is isolated from the set or the element is a lim it element o f the 
set. Intuitively, Riesz is thinking of the derived set, denoted S ', o f a set S as being the set 
of all lim it elements o f S. Thus, an element is isolated from S if  it is not a member of S ' . 
Riesz’s axioms may be stated as follows:
(1) if  S is finite, then S' -  0 ;
(2) if  S -  TU  U,  then S' -  T  U U ';
(3) if  p ES' and q *  p , then there exists TQS  with pE T ' and q fcT '.
It is at this point that Riesz formally introduces a notion of neighborhood2 o f an 
element in a continuum X :
A set U is a neighborhood of an element p if
(1) p e c /, and
2In German the word for neighborhood is Umbegung. Hence, Riesz uses the letter U to represent an 
arbitrary neighborhood of an element.
6
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(2) p is isolated from the complement o f U (i.e. p (£(X -  U ) ).
In this context, Riesz makes the following observations:
(1) Any finite intersection of neighborhoods o f an element is a neighborhood of 
that element.
(2) p E.S' i f  and only i f  every neighborhood of p contains infinitely many 
elements o f S.
Both Frdchet and Riesz believe their works to be “ first drafts” for a generalized 
version o f Cantor’s point-set theory. By 1910 a number of American mathematicians, 
among them E.H. Moore [Mo] and his student T.H. Hildebrandt [Hid], have begun to 
consider and build upon the research of Frdchet and Riesz. It is E.R. Hedrick [Hed], a 
mathematician at the University of Missouri, and Ralph Root ([R o l], [Ro2], [Ro3]), 
another doctoral student o f E.H. Moore at the University of Chicago, however, who offer 
the most significant contributions to an abstract theory o f point-sets based upon a notion of 
neighborhood.
Following Frdchet, Hedrick (1910) considers spaces for which there is a primitive 
notion of sequential lim iting element. The derived set of a set S is taken to be the set of all 
limiting elements of sequences in S. Hedrick also assumes that every infinite set has a 
limiting element (i.e. the space is compact) and that every derived set is closed (that is, 
contains all of its lim iting elements). He then develops an axiom of “enclosability”  that is 
based on the nested intervals property of the set o f real numbers.
1.2 Nested Intervals Property. Suppose that, for each n 6 N , an and bn are real
numbers with an < bn and the interval [an+l, 6W+1] is a subset of the interval [a „, bn]. If
00
lim (bn -  a „) « 0 , then there exists a real number p  such that f] \an, £ „] = {/>}•
n - *  oo n«l
Hedrick’s enclosability axiom is:
7
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For each element p &X  there exists a sequence \Qn{p)) o f closed sets such that
(1)
n*l
(2) for each n 6N , Qn+i{p)Q Qn(p) , and
(3) for each n E N , there exists mn EN such that for any element a E X , if  
a EQn(x), then Qn(x ) C (a).
The closed sets whose existence is assumed in this axiom have the “ flavor”  of closed 
neighborhoods which are “shrinking down” on a particular element. Thus, the 
neighborhoods of an element distinguish that element from the other elements in the space. 
Hedrick cites Veblen’s work with the linear continuum as partial motivation for his axiom.
Then, Ralph Root, in two papers published in 1914, but completed in April, 1912 
[Ro2], and March, 1913 [Ro3], delineates axiom systems in which neighborhoods occupy 
the primitive role.3 Root chooses a neighborhood approach based on his “thought that in 
most o f the definitions of lim it that are employed in current mathematics a notion analogous 
to that of ‘neighborhood’ or ‘vicinity’ of an element is fundamental."4
In the earlier of the two papers, Root considers a system that includes a class P of 
elements and a class U of what he calls ideal elements, together with a binary relation 
between subclasses of P and elements o f P U U  that can be viewed as describing 
neighborhoods of elements and which results in the following set of axioms:
(1) U N  is a neighborhood o f p E P , then pEN.
(2) Every neighborhood of an ideal element contains an element of P .
(3) For any p E P  there is a sequence of neighborhoods o f p such that for
any neighborhood N  of p there exists k such that A nQ N  for every n a k.
(4) For every neighborhood N o f p EP  there is a neighborhood of p for 
which each element of My  has a neighborhood that is a subset of N.
3 Root announced his work in an abstract [Rol] published in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical 
Society in 1911.
4Root. Iterated limits in general analysis, American Journal of Mathematics 36(1914), p. 79.
8
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(5) Distinct elements of P have disjoint neighborhoods.
Root then defines an element to be a lim it element of a set S if  each neighborhood of 
the element includes an element of S distinct from the given element He also defines an 
element to be a lim it of a sequence of elements i f  the terms of the sequence are eventually in 
any neighborhood of the element. He is then able to show that x is a lim it element of a set 
S if  and only if  x is a lim it of some sequence in S, in other words, the “ neighborhood” 
and the “ sequential”  definitions of limiting element agree, and that derived sets are closed, 
that is, the set of all lim it elements of a set contains all o f its lim it elements. Further, Root 
shows that the derived set axioms of Riesz discussed above are satisfied.
Before completing the second paper, Root spends a year at the University of Missouri 
studying with Hedrick. The resulting paper is also clearly influenced by the prior work of 
Veblen. An undefined notion of an element being between two other elements is employed 
to obtain a definition of segment mirroring that used by Veblen.5 A segment is then to be 
regarded as a neighborhood of each of its elements. Root then imposes the following 
axioms:
(1) Every element belongs to some segment (such a segment is called a 
neighborhood of the element).
(2) Given two neighborhoods of an element there is a neighborhood of the element 
that is contained in their intersection.
(3) Any two distinct elements have neighborhoods whose intersection is empty.
Finally, by providing two examples o f what w ill soon be known as non-first
countable topological spaces, Root points out that, for the spaces being considered in this 
paper, the neighborhood and sequential definitions o f lim iting element need not yield 
identical theories.
It is unclear how Root’s investigations may have influenced Felix Hausdorff’s 
seminal contributions to the concept of neighborhood which lead directly to the formulation
5A segment consists of all the elements (strictly) between two elements.
9
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of topological space that so much mathematics o f our century has relied upon [Ha]. In a 
series of lectures he offered in Bonn during 1912, Hausdorff describes four properties of 
the interiors of spheres (he refers to the interior o f a sphere centered at a point p as a 
neighborhood of p ) determined by the usual metric for the set E of points in 
n -dimensional Euclidean space:
(a) Each neighborhood of p contains p.
(/3) For any two neighborhoods U and V of p,  either U Q V  or V Q U .
(y) If q is in a neighborhood U o f p , then there exists a neighborhood V of q 
such that V Q U .
(5) I f  p * q ,  then there exist neighborhoods U o f p and V o f q such that
£/nv=0.
Although Hausdorff states these properties within a specific mathematical context, his 
subsequent remarks suggest that he intends to take them as axioms for an abstract space 
constructed from a primitive notion of neighborhood: ‘The following considerations 
depend only on these properties. They are valid, therefore, when E is a point set to whose 
points x correspond sets Ux having the four properties listed.”6
Then, in 1914, Hausdorff’s famous text, Grundzuge der Mengenlehre, is published. 
In it he considers three possible primitives for an abstract space: distance, lim it element of 
a sequence, and neighborhood. He settles on the notion of neighborhood because he 
believes it to offer more generality than distances and because it is not tied to countability as 
are sequences. Hausdorff then introduces the notion o f topological space, an abstract class 
in which each element is assigned a collection o f subsets, called neighborhoods o f the 
element, from the class that are subject to the following axioms:
(A) Each element of the class has at least one neighborhood and the element is 
contained in each of its neighborhoods.
6Taylor, A study o f Maurice Frichet: II. Mainly about his work on general topology, 1909-1928, Archive 
for History of Exact Sciences 34 (1985), p. 301 (Hausdorff as quoted by Professor Gunter Bergmarm of the 
University of Miinster and translated by A.E. Taylor).
10
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(B) I f  U and V are neighborhoods o f p , there exists a neighborhood W of p 
such that WC U D V .
(C) I f  q is in a neighborhood U o f p , then there exists a neighborhood V of q 
such that V Q U .
(D) I f  p * q ,  then there exist neighborhoods U of p and V o f q such that
c/nv = 0.
We may note that axioms (A), (C), and (D) are, respectively, the properties (a ), 
(y), and (6) Hausdorff considered in his Bonn lectures. It seems reasonable to view 
property (/J) as a preliminary version o f axiom (B), although, according to A.E. Taylor 
[Tay], a mathematician-historian who has had access to what remains of Hausdorff s 
unpublished notes, there does not appear to be any extant evidence suggesting how 
Hausdorff eventually decides to replace (/3) with (B) or exactly when the replacement 
occurs. The obvious questions are:
(1) Was Hausdorff aware of Root’s work with neighborhoods?
(2) To what degree might Hilbert’s axioms have influenced the substitution of (B) 
for (/&)?
At this time, resolution of these issues seems highly unlikely.
The neighborhoods of an element utilized in Hausdorff’s axioms for a topological 
space are actually, in modem terminology, open neighborhoods of the element and form a 
neighborhood base for a (Hausdorff topology on the given class.
1.3 Definition. Let (X, r) be a topological space and let pE.X. A collection 
$(p)QNr (p) is a neighborhood base fo r p provided that the collection of all 
supersets o f members of %(p) is Nx(p).
1.4 Theorem. I f  X is a nonempty set and for each x S X  there is a nonempty 
collection A(x) of subsets of X satisfying
I I
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(1) AE:A{x) => xS A ,
(2) A, B &A(x) => (3 C EA(x), CCAHB) ,  and
(3) AeA(x)  => (3A 0 & « (*), V yE A 0, 3Ay E/4(;y), ^ C a ) ,
then r  = {5 C X : V x ES,3 Ax E:A(x), Ax C s} is a topology on X and, for each xE X , 
A(x) is a neighborhood base at x in (X, t ) .
Of course, by omitting Hausdorff’s axiom (D), we find ourselves within the realm of 
arbitrary topological spaces rather than just Hausdorff topological spaces.
Hausdorff’s book is, at least after World War I, widely read and offers a particularly 
lucid and instructive account of his ideas. Meanwhile, Frdchet [Fr4], who is apparently 
unaware of Hausdorff’s work with neighborhoods, begins (in 1917) to reformulate his 
various abstract spaces along the lines of a neighborhood approach.
In his 1906 thesis Frdchet had introduced a class of spaces he called classe (L) which 
are based on a primitive notion o f lim it element of a sequence and for which the following 
axioms hold:
(1) A constant sequence converges (to the obvious limit).
(2) Any subsequence of a convergent sequence converges to the same limit.
(3) Sequential limits are unique.
He now redefines classe (V) to refer to those spaces X  o f classe (L) having the 
property that to each element x EX there is assigned a sequence (Un(x)) o f subsets, called
neighborhoods of x, of X  such that xn - *  p if f  Vn,3kn, \ / m * k n,xm EUn(p). It
00
then follows that, for each x E X , f | U,,(x) -  {*}.
n* 1
However, Frdchet [Fr2] almost immediately discards this definition o f classe (V) in 
favor of a more general definition that allows, as a consequence, for lim it elements of sets 
to be defined without reference to sequences (and, thus, to do away with any direct link to 
countability). A space X w ill now be called classe (V) if, to each element x E X , there is 
assigned a nonempty collection of subsets of X called neighborhoods o f x. No axioms
12
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for these neighborhoods are assumed (it is not even required that an element be in each of 
its neighborhoods). An element p EX  is then taken to be a lim it element o f a set S C X if  
every neighborhood o f p contains an element of S different from p . Frdchet states that 
this new definition of classe (V) is based on notes he had put together before the war, 
although there is no corroborating evidence of this. A fairly extensive treatment of the new 
classe (V) can be found in Sierpinski's 1934 book, Introduction to General Topology [Si].
In 1918 Frdchet publishes a paper [Fr3] in which he notes that the derived sets, 
defined in the usual manner, in a classe (V) satisfy the following properties:
(I) A Q B  => A 'Q B ' ;
(II) pEA '  p e (A -{p } ) \
He also notes that (I) and (II) follow from the first two of Riesz’s derived set axioms. 
Then, he observes that an arbitrary class X based upon a primitive notion of derived set 
that satisfies (I) and (II) generates a classe (V) whose induced derived sets are identical to 
the original primitive-based derived sets.7
Recall that Riesz required that an element should belong to each of its neighborhoods. 
Frdchet, on the other hand, believes that assuming an element is not in any of its 
neighborhoods provides for simpler, and more elegant, arguments. Ultimately, it makes 
no difference which approach is taken as the theories developed from them are parallel. 
With Riesz, there is a unique element that is a member of all o f the neighborhoods o f a 
given element, namely the given element; with Frdchet, the intersection of all o f the 
neighborhoods of a given element is empty.
Frdchet next defines a classe (H)8 to be a classe (V) satisfying:
(H I) An element belongs to each of its neighborhoods.
7Simply define N to be a neighborhood of p  provided that p<£(X - N )  .
8Fr6chet mentions in his 1921 paper [Fr5], Sur les ensembles abstraits (Annales Ecole Norm. Sup. 38, pp. 
341-388), that he has chosen this designation to honor Hedrick, whom he credited for generating the idea of 
this classe.
13
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(H2) Given two neighborhoods o f tin element there is a neighborhood of the 
element contained in the intersection o f the two given neighborhoods.
(H3) Given two distinct elements there is a neighborhood of each that does not 
contain the other.
(H4) Given a neighborhood AT of an element there is a neighborhood of that 
element each of whose elements has a neighborhood contained in N.
Observe that (H I) and (H2) are the same as Hausdorff’s axioms (A) and (B), 
respectively, while (H3) is the 7\ separation axiom which, of course, is less restrictive 
than Hausdorff’s axiom (D).
Comparison of (H4) with Hausdorff’s axiom (C) is instructive. Following the 
convention of Riesz, Frdchet defines an element to be an interior element of a set if  the set 
is a neighborhood of the element Hausdorff’s axiom (C) requires that all of the elements 
of a neighborhood be interior elements of the neighborhood (i.e. the neighborhood must be 
open), while (H4) requires only that each neighborhood of an element be associated to a 
neighborhood of that element all of whose elements are interior elements of the original 
neighborhood (hence, neighborhoods need not be open). Frdchet’s opinion, even when he 
finally does become familiar with Hausdorff’s work, is that ’’openness”  of neighborhoods 
may be unnecessarily restrictive and perhaps even contrary to the very nature o f the 
neighborhood concept. In fact Frdchet’s desire for generality leads him to refer to any 
space based upon a primitive notion of derived set satisfying only property (II) described 
above as a topological space.
In some respects the evolution of the neighborhood concept reaches its climax with 
Hausdorff’s axioms. We have expounded at some length on Frdchet’s contributions, some 
of which seem likely to have been made after the publication o f Grundzuge der 
Mengenlehre, simply because it appears that he formulated his axioms concerning 
neighborhoods without any knowledge of Hausdorff’s investigations. Root, also, must
14
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receive credit as his results generally pre-date Hausdorff’s and are published in very widely 
circulated journals.9
Following the efforts of Hausdorff and Frdchet, topological spaces came to be 
regarded by most mathematicians as the “appropriate”  setting for the study o f continuity 
and a variety o f lim it processes. The field matured, a great number o f problems were 
posed (and many of them solved), and aspects of the theory were applied to other branches 
of mathematics. For more than half a century the notions of topological space and 
neighborhood remained essentially “unrevised.”
In the last twenty years, though, spawned primarily as a result of problems in applied 
and theoretical computer science, general topology has undergone a renaissance o f sorts. 
Non-Hausdorff topologies have finally found meaningful applications10 and, hence, there 
is a great need for additional research into and deeper understanding o f the spaces they 
generate. Chapter Two of the present work contributes to the theory of non-Hausdorff 
topological spaces by focusing attention on the neighborhood assignments their topologies 
generate.
And, once more, mathematicians as well as computer scientists, are giving attention 
to foundational issues and considering structures more general than topological spaces.11 
Central to many of these generalizations is a notion of neighborhood. Chapter Three of this 
dissertation investigates a generalization introduced by M.B. Smyth [Sm] and known as a 
neighborhood space.
9Root’s initial abstract was published in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society (1911). The
1912 manuscript was published in the American Journal of Mathematics and the 1913 manuscript in the
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society.
1 Approximating a computer’s output, for instance, requires that not all of the approximations be separated
from the output in the Tt  sense.
1 ^Most of these structures are, however, less general than Frdchet’s classe (V).
15




Due primarily to a variety o f applications in computer science and its theoretical 
foundations (see, for example, [Sm] and [Ko]), non-Hausdorff topologies are playing a 
more prominent role in general topology than at any other time in the history of the field. 
That many such topologies can be generated through the use o f neighborhoods is of 
particular interest to us. In this chapter we initiate a study of neighborhoods with the goal 
o f developing useful non-Hausdorff generalizations o f classes o f topological spaces that 
have found significance in the Hausdorff setting. In addition we indicate how 
neighborhood assignments satisfying various conditions can be used to identify differences 
among certain fundamentally important topological properties, including 
pseudometrizability, developability, and pseudoquasimetrizability.
1. Neighborhoods and Weak Neighborhoods
An indexed fam ily {Wa(* ): xE X ,  a £ /}  o f subsets o f X is called a 
neighborhood assignment in the topological space (X , t)  provided that 
for each p E X  and each a E l ,  Na {p)ENr (p).
In what follows the word neighborhood w ill often be abbreviated to nbhd.
2.1.1 Theorem. For any nbhd assignment {iVa (x):xeJ¥, a 6 / }  in (X, t ) ,  the
following are equivalent:
(1) for every p E X , {Na (/>): a E /}  is a nbhd base for p in (X, t) ;
16
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(2) x ^ A Q X . ^  p E A , l a p E l , N ap{ p) QA ^.
Proof. Assume (1) and let S -  |A  C X : V pEA, 3 ap E l, Nap(p) Q A j. Every member
of S is clearly a neighborhood of each of its points, so S C t. On the other hand, if  
p G G 6 t , there exists, by hypothesis, ap E l  with Nap(p) QG;  hence, r  C S.
Conversely, assume (2) and suppose N E N x(p). Then pEln tr (N )E N  and, 
since In tT(N )E T, there exists, by hypothesis, ap E l  with NQp(p) C\ntx (N)E N .
Neighborhood assignments that are indexed by N w ill be particularly significant in 
what follows. Any family {S„(jc) : x EX, n EN} o f subsets of X is decreasing [Ho2] if
for each p E X , Sn+l(p) C Sn(p) for every n EN.
2.1.2 Theorem. For any decreasing nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } in
(X, t ) , the following are equivalent:
(1) for every p E X ,  {N „(p ):/iE N } is a nbhd base for p in (X,x)\
(2) for every p E X , xn ENn(p), V n => xn—
(3) for every p E X ,  xn ENn(p),Vn => (xrt) clusters at p . 12
Proof. (1)=*»(2) and (1)=>(3): Assume (1), suppose xn ENn(p)Vn,  and consider any 
M E N x(p). By hypothesis there exists fcEN such that Njc{p )Q M .  Then, as 
{Nn(x ):x E X ,/iE N } is decreasing, it follows that Nn(p)Q Nk(p) V n ^ k  so that 
xn EM  V n z k .
12Recall that a sequence (*„) in a topological space (X, r )  clusters at p&.X provided that, whenever 
N E N r(p) and n E N , there exists m a n  for which xm E N . Generally, in the neighborhood 
characterizations appearing in this chapter, x„—p *  p  can be replaced with (jc„) clusters at p  when the 
given nbhd assignment is decreasing or can itself be replaced by a decreasing nbhd assignment.
17
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(2)=>( 1): Suppose that there exists p E X  for which [Nn(p ) : n EN } is not a nbhd 
base for p. Then there exists M E N T(p) such that Nn(p)(£.M for any nE N . So, 
Vn, 3xn &Nn(p) with xn $.M. Thus, (xn) does nor converge to p.
(3) =s»(2): Assume (3) and suppose xn €zNn(p) V n . Then {xn) clusters at p .
Claim. xn— * p
P f Otherwise, 3 M E N x(p) such that Vn, 3kn a n with kn+l >kn and 
x ^ E X - M .  Now, as |iV „(x ):jre X ,n £ N } is decreasing, 
x^n EN^^p) CNn(p) so that, by hypothesis, (x^  j clusters at p , which 
is impossible since (^x  ^j  is never in M.
2.1.3 Corollary. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is first countable;
(2) there exists a nbhd assignment {A „(x ): x EX, n EN} in (X, r) such that, for 
every p E X , xn ENn(p), Vn => xn— ^-*p .
(3) there exists a decreasing nbhd assignment {N„(x): x EX,n E N } in (X, r) 
such that, for every p E X , x„ SNn(p), Vn =*► xn —- - * p .
Proof. (2) =>(3): I f  the given neighborhood assignment {iV „(x): x EX, n E N } is not
n
decreasing, define Mn(p)~ p |A ^(p ). Clearly, {M „(x ): x EX, n EN} is a decreasing
nbhd assignment in (X, r ) . Note that if  xn ENn(p) Vn => xn— p , then it follows 
that xn E M „(p ) V n => xn—^ p .
Given a family |Sa (x ): x EX, a E /} o f subsets o f X , we define, for each p EX  
and each a E I ,  S^(p) so that
$a(P) m {x E X : pE S ^fx)} 
and refer to S*(p) as the dual of Sa (p).
18
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2.1.4 Lemma. For any family {■£„(.*): x EX, n EN} of subsets o f X ,
: x EX, n EN} is decreasing if f  : x EX, n EN j is decreasing.
Also, for a family {Sa(jc): x EX, a  E /}  o f subsets of X , we define, for any A C X 
and any a E l ,
•SoMJ- l > a « -  
*64
2 .1.5 Remark. I f  {Wa(;c): x EX,  a  E /} is a neighborhood assignment in (X, r ) , 
given p E X  and a E l ,  it does not necessarily follow that N„(p) is a neighborhood of p . 
For instance, consider the topology r  -  {R, 0 }  U {(a, °°): a ER} on R and, for each 
p ER and each n EN, define Nn(p) =» ^ p a>j. Clearly, {# „(* ) : x ER, n EN} is a
neighborhood assignment in (R, r). But, given pER  and n E N , observe that 
N n ( P )  = ( - ° ° «  P  +  j n ) & H r ( P )  ■
Corollary 2.1.3 characterizes first countability using neighborhood assignments. We 
now define a topological property which may be viewed as dual to first countability. A 
topological space (X, r) is sem istratifiab le i f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood 
assignment {W „(x) : x EX, n EN} in (X, r) such that
for every p E X , xn EN^(p), V rt => xn— -> p . 13
G.D. Creede [Cr] wrote his dissertation on semistratifiability and attributes the notion 
to E.A. Michael. The following theorem occurs as a known formulation of semistratifiable 
spaces.
2.1.6 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, t ) is semistratifiable;
13Again, we may replace x n — p  with (*„) clusters at p .
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(2) there exists a (decreasing) nbhd assignment {Nn(x ) : x E X , n EN } in (X, z) 
such that, for every closed set F, F -  P |{ Nn[F ] : n E N }.
Proof. Let | jV „ ( r ) :x 6 X ,« 6 N } be a nbhd assignment in (X, r) such that 
xn EN*(p),V n => xn— - - * p  and consider any closed set F. I f  p E F ,  then,
Vn, pENn(p)QNn[F], On the other hand, if  p S P |{N w[F ]:/tE N }, then Vn,3jc„ EF 
such that pENn(xn). So, by hypothesis, xn— * p  and, therefore, as F  is closed,
p EF.
Conversely, assume (2), note that there is no loss o f generality in assuming the 
nbhd assignment is decreasing, and suppose xn EN^(p) Vn. U p  E G E r, it follows that 
X -  G m p|{/V„[X -  G]: n EN} and, therefore, p ^ IA ^[X -  G] for some k EN. So, as 
pEN^x/c),  it follows that x ^ g X - G .  Then, since |iVn( jt) :rE X ,n E N } is 
decreasing, Vn&k,  p $ N n[ X - G ] and, as p E N n(xn), xn g X - G .  Therefore, 
V n & k ,  xn E G .
In order to facilitate our study of duality, we define a topological space (X, x) to be
(1) a -space i f  there is a nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x E X ,/tE N | in (X, r)
such that
for each p E X ,  xn E:Nn{p), Vn => x„ ~ ~ ^ p \
(2) a y f -space if  there is a nbhd assignment {# „(.*): x EX,n  EN } in (X, r) 
such that
for each p E X , x„ EN^( p),Vn => xn— p ; and
(3) a yi yj*-space if  there is a nbhd assignment {Nn(x ) : x EX, n EN } in (X, r) 
such that
for every p E X , xn ENn(p) f l  N*(p), Vn => xn- j - * p .
Clearly, the yj-spaces are precisely the first countable spaces, while the y*-spaces 
are precisely the semistratifiable spaces.
20
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I f  a topological space (X, t ) is a yt -space, we refer to any nbhd assignment in 
(X, r) satisfying the “ y^space condition”  as a yt-nbhd assignment. We employ 
similar terminology in any situation where a space is defined through the use o f nbhd 
assignments. Thus, besides yi-nbhd assignments, we also have y* -nbhd assignments 
and yi y^-nbhd assignments. Others w ill be introduced in due course.
If (X , r) is both a yi-space and a y*-space, we w ill say that (X , t) is a y j- .y * -  
space. Similar notation is used to refer to other spaces satisfying multiple conditions 
involving nbhd assignments.
The diagram below summarizes how the spaces we have just introduced relate to one 
another
{ X , t ) is a 7i~, 7i-space
(X , r) is a 71-space
\
(X ,t ) is a 7i 7j-space
Figure 1. y t and its dual y*
2.1.7 Lemma. Suppose that {£ „(*): x EX, n EN } is a y^nbhd assignment in (X, t ) 
and {Mn(x ) : x EX, n EN} is a y * -nbhd assignment in (X, r ) . For each p E X  and each 
n EN, define
w „(p )- | [V *(p))n [fW (p>)-
21
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Then {# „(* ) : x EX,n  EN} is a decreasing nbhd assignment in (X, r) that is both a 
yj-nbhd assignment and a y* -nbhd assignment.
The construction presented in Lemma 2.1.7 frequently provides a decreasing 
neighborhood assignment possessing multiple properties.
2.1.8 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X , r ) :
(1) (X ,t) is a yi-.yj-space;
(2) there exists a (decreasing) nbhd assignment [Nn(x ) : x EX, n EN } in (X, r) 
such that for every p E X , xn ENn(p) U N*(p), Vn => xn— p . 14
Proof. (2) => (1): This implication is obvious.
(1) => (2): Let {y jt) : jc E X ,n E N } and {M„(jc) : jc EX, n EN} be y j-  and
y*-nbhd assignments, respectively, in (X, t)  and use Lemma 2.1.7 to construct a 
decreasing nbhd assignment {Nn(x) : x EX,n  EN} that is both yi and y*. Note that
Nl,(P) = £ ( P ) n M ti(P)-
Now consider any p EX  and suppose xn ENn(p) U N^(p) Vn. I f  (xn) does not
converge to p,  then there exists UEA^ip)  such that Vn, 3kn a n with kn+l >kn and 
x ^ E X - U .  Since both {# „(* ) : x EX,n  EN} and |a ^(x ) : xEX ,n  E n | are
decreasing, it follows that, V n , *kn e x n(p) u  K ( p) •
Either infinitely many terms of the sequence belong to (J |A ^ (p ):n E N } or
infinitely many belong to ( j|A ^ (p ) :n E N |. In the former case, Vn, ^ k n with 
> Jk„ xjkn ^ H jkn{p)QNn(p )Q L n(p)\ so, as { ^ ( x ) : x EX,n  EN } is a y j-  
nbhd assignment, it follows that x^ — ^~*P so lhat ) *s eventually in I/ ,  a
contradiction. In the latter case, V n ,3 y ^a £ „ w ith  jkn+l> Jk„ an£*
14Once more we may replace xn — p  with (x„) clusters at p .
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Xjkn£N*k" (p )Q N * (p )Q \ t f l (p); so, as {Mn(x ) : xEX ,  n EN } is a j^-nbhd 
assignment, it follows that x^ * p so that j  is eventually in U , a contradiction.
Topological properties parallel to those of first countability and semistratifiability
(among others) can be developed through the use of a more generalized neighborhood-like
structure called a weak base. This notion points the way toward the generalization of
topological spaces we w ill discuss in Chapter 3.
A collection |W'a ( j) : r e ) L ,a £ / }  o f subsets o f a set X is called a weak
neighborhood assignment in a topological space (X, r) provided that
(1) for each p E X  and each a E /, pSWa(p), and
(2) whenever p  EG E r , there exists ap E l  with W0p (p ) Q G .
The collection is called a weak neighborhood base or simply a weak base for t  if
(1) for each p E X  and each a E /, pEWa(p),
(2) G E t o  V p E G ,3 a p EI,Wap(p)QG,  and
(3) EX, V a ,, a2 El ,  3a3 El, Wa3(p)C Wai(p) D Wa i (p).
Observe that we can always construct a decreasing weak base for a topology r  on X
n
from a given weak base {vrn(x): xEX,  «E N | for r  by defining Vn(p)« P l^ ( p ) .  
The collection {v„(jc) : x EX, nEN } is then a decreasing weak base for r .
2.1.9 Theorem. Let (X, t)  be a topological space and {S„(x): x EX, n EN} be a 
decreasing family of subsets of X having the property that p ES„(p) for each p EX  and
each n EN. The following are equivalent;
(1) [Sn(x) : x EX, n EN} is a weak nbhd assignment in (X, t ) ;
(2) for each p E X , xn ESn(p), V n => xn—
Proof. (1) => (2): This implication is obvious.
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(2) =s> (1): Assume (2) and suppose p e G G r with Sn(p)<£ G, Vn. Then, 
V n, 3xn ESn(p) such that xn &.G. By hypothesis, xn — —* p, a contradiction.
We now define a topological space (X, x) to be weakly first countable [A r; 
1966] if  there is a (decreasing) weak base {w „ (x): x EX , n E N } for r . Similarly, (X, r)  
is weakly semistratifiable i f  there is a (decreasing) weak base |Ww(jr): x EX, «EN j  
for r  such that
foreach p E X ,  xn EW^(p), V /i => xn —* p.
Weakly semistratifiable spaces can be characterized in such a way as to parallel the 
characterization of semistratifiable spaces given in Theorem 2.1.6. The proofs are similar 
as well.
2.1.10 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, t ) :
(1) (X, t) is weakly semistratifiable;
(2) there exists a decreasing weak base {w „(x ): x EX, «E N } for x such that for 
every closed set F.  F - n { > W :» e N } .
We conclude this section with a construction that allows us to manufacture a weak 
base having the potential to satisfy multiple properties.
2.1.11 Lemma. I f  {W„(x): x 6 X,n EN} is a decreasing nbhd assignment in (X, r ) , 
{Ww(jc): x EX, mEN} is a weak base for r ,  and for each p E X  and each n EN, we 
define
v nip ) -  Nn( p ) n w n{ P),
then {v „(x ): rE X , wEN} is a weak base for x.
24
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Proof. Clearly, p E V n(p) V«. Also, if  p E G E r ,  there exists m such that 
Wm(p)QG \ hence, Nm(p) H Wm{p)QG.
Claim 1. I f  G C X has the property that Vp EG, 3n such that V„(p) C G , 
then G E r .
Pf. Consider any p EG. Then 3m such that Nm(p) H Wm(p) C G and, 
^  Nm(P) > 3 * with Wk(p) C Nm(p) ■ It follows that 3/ such
that Wl (p)QWk(p )n W m(p )C N m(p )n W m(p)CG.  Thus, as 
\wn (a:): x EX, n EN} is a weak base for r , we conclude that G E r .
Claim 2. Vm, n, 3k such that Vk(p) C Vm(p) f l  Vn(p).
Pf. Consider any m, nEN . There exist i, j  such that Wfp)  C Nm(p) and 
Wj(p) C Nn (p). Then there exist a ,(3 such that
wa (p) c  Wt{p) n Wm{p)C  Nm(p) n Wm(p), and 
Wp(p) c Wj(p) n wn(p) c Nn(p) n wn(P),
and there exists k such that W^p)  C Wa(p) f l  Wp(p). Thus,
Nk(p) n wk(p) c wk(p) c vm{p) n vn(P) .
25
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2. An Application to the Theory of Distances
A function d : X xX -*[0 ,< » ) is a distance for the set X provided that
dip, p ) - 0  for each p E X .
Given a distance d for X , we define the sphere centered at p E X  of radius e > 0, 
denoted Sd(p, e), so that
Sd(p, e ) - { x E X :d (p ,x ) <  e\.
We then define
rd «* | aC X: VpE A ,  3cp >0, Sd[p, ep) C aJ.
Observe that xd is a topology on X .
A distance d for X is an asymmetric15 if
for any p, q EX, d (p ,q ) -0  => p - q -  
A topological space (X, t) is asymmetrizable if  there is an asymmetric d for X such 
that t  « xd ; in this case we say that d is an asymmetric for (X, x ) . An arbitrary distance 
for X is sometimes called a pseudoasymmetric for X ; a topological space (X, r) is 
then taken to be pseudoasymmetrizable if  there is a distance (i.e. pseudoasymmetric) 
for X such that x «■ xd .
If, for each p E X , e ): e > O} is a neighborhood base at p in a topological
space (X, x) , it follows that x -  xd . In general, however, Sd(p, e) need not be a 
neighborhood o f p in  (X, xd ). A topological space (X, r) is said to be
(pseudo)asemimetrizable i f  there is an (pseudo)asymmetric d for X such that 
for each p E X , [Sd(p, t ) : e > 0} is a neighborhood base at p in (X, t)  ;
in this case we say that d is an (pseudo)asemimetric for (X, x ) .
The follow ing lemma provides several well-known characterizations of
pseudoasemimetrizable spaces.
I5Nedev [Ne; 1971] calls such a distance an o-metric.
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2.2.1 Lemma. [SR] Let d be a distance for X and (X , t) be a topological space. The
following are equivalent:
(1) for each p E X , e) : e> o} is a neighborhood base for p in (X, t) ;
(2) (X, r) is first countable and, for each p E X ,
X n — ^ + P  * *  d(p,xn) - *  0 ;
(3) (X , r) is Fr6chet16 and, for each p E X ,
xn~ T * P  **  d(p,xn) — 0;
(4) for each nonempty set A C X , AX -  {x  E X : d{x, A ]-o} ;17
First countability and weak first countability can be used to distinguish 
pseudoasemimetrizability from the more general notion of pseudoasymmetrizability.
2.2.2 Theorem. A topological space (X, r) is pseudoasymmetrizable if f  it is weakly 
first countable.
Proof. I f  (X, t ) is pseudoasymmetrizable and d is a pseudoasymmetric for (X, r ) , then 
|srf(x, l/2 ” J: x EX,n  E n | is a weak base for t , making (X, r) weakly first countable.
Conversely, if  xEX,  nSN} is a decreasing weak base for r ,  then the
distance d for X defined by
f°. if  q e\Vk{p)Vk-,
^ j l / 2” , where n -  min [k: q$z W^(p)}, otherwise, 
is a pseudoasymmetric for (X, t ) , as S^p, i f  2n j -  Wn( p ) .
16A topological space (X, t ) is Frichet provided that, for any p E .X  and any AC X ,  pE^C  iff there is a 
sequence in A that converges to p .
17If d is a distance for X , p  E X ,  and A Q X ,  then we define d(p.  A ]« inf {d(p , a ) : a £ a}  .
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2.2.3 Corollary. A topological space (X , t ) is pseudoasemimetrizable if f  it is first 
countable.
A distance d for X is symmetric18 provided that
for any p, q EX ,  d(p, q) -  d{q, p) .
A symmetric asymmetric is referred to as a symmetric. A topological space (X, t ) is said 
to be symmetrizable i f  there is a symmetric d for X such that r - T j ;  we then say that 
d is a symmetric for (X, r ) .
A topological space (X, r) is semimetrizable i f  there is a symmetric d for (X, r) 
such that, for each p E X , [Sjip, e): e > o} is a neighborhood base for p in (X, r ) ; in
this case we say that d is a semimetric for (X, r ) .
Once again the prefix pseudo is used to allow for the possibility that d(p, q) = 0 even 
when p * q .
Given real numbers a and b , we w ill let a a  b and a v b stand for the minimum and 
the maximum, respectively, of a and b .
I f  di and d2 are distances for X , we define (dj a  d2), (dj v d2) : X x X - *  [0, <») so 
that for any p, q E X ,
(d{ a  d2)(p, q) -  dx{p,q) a  d2{p, q), and 
(dl v d2)(p, q) -  di(p, q )vd2 (p, q) .
It follows that {d\ a  d2) and (dj v d2) are distances for X.
Given distances and d2 fo r X we w ill write srf2 provided that
d{ (p, q) s d2 (p, q) for all p, q EX.
2.2.4 Lemma. Let dj and d2 be distances for X . Then:
(1) di sd2 => ^ ( p ,  e)QSdi(p, e);
18Frdchet [Fr4] introduces this notion in 1918 as what he calls an ecart.
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(2) sd^d2(P* £) *  Sdl(p, e)USdi(p, e) ;
(3) sdtvd2(A  £) -  Sdt (p, e)H Sd i(p, e) ;
(4 1 4 ^ 2  => Td, £  xdt •
Also, given a distance d for X , we define r f * : X x X - > [ 0,« ) ,  called the dual 
[Ko; 1993] of d , so that for any p, q EX ,
d*(p, q) -  d(q, p).
Note that d* is a distance for X  and that d a d* and d v d* are symmetries for X .
2.2.5 Lemma. Let d be a distance for X . Then:
( 1) i f  d*(p,xn)~* 0 =* d(p,xn) - * 0 ,  then xd Q xd. and xd = xdA(f
(actually, xd C xd• if f  );
(2) i f  d{p,xn) ~ * 0 => ( f (p ,xn)~ * 0 , then xd- Q x d and xd = r rfv</. 
(actually, if  , then Trf. C x d).
Neighborhoods may be used to characterize pseudosemimetrizable spaces and weak 
neighborhoods to characterize pseudosymmetrizable spaces.
2.2.6 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, x ) :
(1) (X, x) is pseudosemimetrizable;
(2) (X, t) is first countable and semistratifiable;
(3) there is a nbhd assignment {(V„(.*): x EX,n EN } in (X, x) such that
(a) for e a c h E X ,  x „E N n(p),Vn => xn— <*p, and
(b) for any p ,q E X ,  qENn(p) => p E N n(q).
Proof. It suffices to show (1)=>(3) =>(2)=>(1). Now (3)=s»(2) is obvious and
(1) =>(3) follows by taking Nn(p) -  l/2 w).
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(2)=>(1): Suppose (X ,r )  is first countable and semistratifiable. Then, by 
Lemma 2.1.7, there is a decreasing nbhd assignment {# „( * ) : x 6 X, n EN } in (X , r) that
is both a y^nbhd assignment and a y * -nbhd assignment
Define d : X xX -+ [0 ,«> ) so that
(0, i f  q & t k(p)Vk\
^  | l / 2n , where n « min { it : q ( £ N otherwise,
and observe that S ^ p ,\ j2 n  ^-  Nn(p). It then follows, since {W „(p):nE N } is a nbhd
base for p in (X, r ) , that r  « xd . Thus, d is a pseudoasemimetric for (X, t) . Also, as 
Sd(P' l / 2” ) = Nn(p), it follows that
xn— -+p <*> d{p,xn)~* 0 .
We now show that xd = • It suffices, according to Lemma 2.2.5, to show
that whenever d*(p,xn) - *  0 , there is a subsequence (**„) o f (*,,) for which 
d{jj, xkn j  -*• 0. So suppose d*(p, xn) - * 0 .  Then, V n, 3lcn such that d*(p, xn) < ^  or, 
equivalently, So, Vn, pE.Sd{xiCn, l/2 n) -  Therefore, as
jiV „ ( r ) :r£ X ,n 6 N } is a y i-nbhd assignment, it follows that x ^ — ^-*p  so that
4 p-
Thus, d a  d* is a pseudosymmetric fo r (X, x). However, since 
Sd A ( f ^ E^ Sd(P>E)^)Sdm^ P'£^  i l  is clear that Sd*tf(P '  e) Hence,
[d a d* j is a pseudosemimetric for (X, r ) .
2.2.7 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X,x):
(1) (X, x) is pseudosymmetrizable;
(2) (X, t)  is weakly semistratifiable;
(3) there is a weak base \Wn (x): x EX, n EN} for x such that
for any p,qE.X, qE.Wn(p) => pBW n(q).
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Proof. It suffices to show (l)=>(3) => (2 )= *(I). Paralleling the proof of Theorem 2.2.6, 
we see that (3)=* (2) is obvious and that (1)=*>(3) fo llow s by taking 
Wnip ) -S d{p.\l2n).
(2) => (1): Suppose (X, t)  is weakly semistratifiable. Then there is a decreasing 
weak base [Wn (or): x EX, /iE N } for r  such that
for each p E X , xn EW^(p), V n =*> xn—^ * p .
Define An(p) = Wn(p) U W *(p); it  follows that {a„(o:) : jcEX, /iE N } is a 
decreasing weak base in (X, r ) .
Now define d : X x X - *  [0, <») so that 
JO. if  qeAkipWk-
j l / 2n, where n *= m in jk: q(£ /4fc(p)}, otherwise.
Since q EAn(p) =*> pEAn(q), it follows that d(p, q) -  d(q, p) Vp,q E X .
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3. The y -spaces and their Dual, the y ‘-spaces
A topological space (X , t ) is a y —space [H oi; 1972] if  there is a (decreasing) nbhd 
assignment {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } in (X , t)  such that for each p E X , 
[xn ^ n{yn),yn EN n{p),Vn] => xn— ^ * p .
The class of y -spaces is significant because it forms a generalization of the class of 
pseudoquasimetrizable spaces (pseudoquasimetrizable spaces are discussed in §5 o f this 
chapter). Ralph Fox and Jacob Kofner [FK] have developed an example o f a regular y -  
space that is not pseudoquasimetrizable.19
y -spaces can also be used in characterizing both pseudoquasimetrizable and 
pseudometrizable spaces.20
A topological space (X, r) is
( 1) a y*-space i f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
{# „(* ) : x EX, n EN} in (X, x) such that for each p E X ,
{ p ^ Nn{yn\yn^Hn(xn),Vn) => xn- ^ - * p ,  and
(2 ) a y y*-space i f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
{W«(*) '• x EX, n EN} in (X, r) such that for each p E X ,
(■*/!’ P n[yn)»yn ^ N n{xn) n  Nn(p), Vn) => xn T * p .
The y-spaces and the y*-spaces are dual to each other in the sense that, by 
replacing each occurrence of Nn in the defining property of the y-spaces by N*, we 
obtain the defining property of the y*-spaces. The y y ‘ -spaces might be characterized as 
self-dual, since replacing each occurrence o f Nn in the defining property of the y y * - 
spaces by produces the identical property.
Figure 2 summarizes how these spaces relate to one another
19This provides a counterexample to the long-standing conjecture that every y -space is 
pseudoquasimetrizable.
20See §5 and §6 of this chapter.
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Figure 2. y and its dual y*
2.3.1 Lemma. For any topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is a y -space if f  there is a nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX,n £N } in
(X, t ) such that for each p E X ,
K W n jv „ ( P) » 0 ,v « ) =• xn— ^ p -
(2) (X, t)  is a y*-space if f  there is a nbhd assignment {A^ n(x ): x £ X ,n £ N } in 
(X, t ) such that for each p E X ,
K U ) n < ( / » « 0 ,v « ) = . xn— ^ P-,
(3) (X, r) is a y y *-space if f  there is a nbhd assignment {# „(.*): x EX, n £N } in
(X, t)  such that for each p EX,
[Nn{ x n )n K {x n ) r \N n{p )C \N*(p)*0 ,  Vn) => xn— ^ * p ;
(4) (X, t)  is a y - ,  y * -space if f  there is a nbhd assignment {# „(x ) : x EX, n £ N }
in (X, t ) such that for each p E X ,
((N;(xn) n f / „ ( p ) ) u [N n(x „ ) n N ' (p ) )> 0 .V n ' j  =» xn— r ^ p .
Given a family {^(jc) : x GX} of subsets of X and a subset A of X , we define
33
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S2 [A] -  { jt6 X : 3a €  A, 3 y EX, x ES(y), y S5(a)}.
2.3.2 Theorem. For any topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, t)  is a y -space if f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
|iVn(x ): x EX, n EN } in (X, r) such that
(K  compact, F  closed, K  H F *  0 )  => iVn[X ]n  F  -  0  for some n ;
(2) (X, r) is a y*-space if f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
|yv„(jc): x 6 X ,« 6 N | in (X, r) such that
for each closed set F, F  « P) |  A ^ [F ]: n EnJ .
Proof. (1) Let {# „(* ) : x GX.n EN } be a decreasing y -nbhd assignment in (X, r ) . 
Consider any compact K  and any closed F and suppose that V n, 3xn ELNn[K ] f l  F so 
that Vrt,xn E.Nn(yn ) for some yn EK  and xn EF.  It follows that (yn) has a cluster 
point p E K .  So, Vn, 3kn z n  such that yknENn(p). Then, since 
{# „(* ): x EX, n EN } is decreasing, xkn ENn[yk^ .  Thus, as {# „(* ) : x EX,n  e N } is 
a y-nbhd assignment, xkn— ^~*P- So, as ( ^ n) *s a sequence in the closed set F, it
follows that p E F .  Hence, K  (T F *■ 0 .
Conversely, suppose there is a decreasing nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX,n  EN}
in (X, r) such that whenever K  is compact, F  is closed, and X f l F *  0 , it follows that 
N „[X ]n F « = 0  for some rt. Suppose also that (X, t)  is not a y-space. Then 
{yv„(jc): x EX, n E N } is not a y -nbhd assignment. So there exist p EX  and sequences 
{xn) and (yn) in X such that Vn, yn EN^(xn) f l  Nn{p) , but (xn) does not converge to 
p . Thus, 3 G E r  with p EG such that (xn) is frequently in the closed set X -  G.
Claim 1. p E H E x  => 3n, Nn( p ) C H
Pf. Suppose p E H E x .  Now {p}  is compact, X - H  is closed, and 
{ p } H ( X - H ) - 0 . So Nn[ { p } ] r \ ( X - H ) - 0  for some n. Thus, 
Nn(p )Q H .
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Let Y -  {yn : n€N } and AT- ( r  DG)U{p>.
Claim 2. K is compact
Pf. Consider any H E r  with p E H .  By Claim 1, 3n such that
Nn(p)QH.  Since {A ^jc) : x E X ,n EN } is decreasing, it follows that
ymENn(p) V m&n.  Thus, all but finitely many members of Y f l  G are in
H.
Claim 3. Vn, Nn[X]D ( X -  G) *  0  (which, as K  is compact, X - G is
closed, and K  f l  (X -  G) « 0 ,  provides a contradiction to our hypothesis) 
P f Consider any n E N ; then 3/„ s n such that xin EX -  G. I f  y^ EG, 
then xIn eW„(yIn) so that ^  etf„(yia) f l  (X -  G) C N „[X ] D (X -  G) 
which means Nn[K]C\(X-G) * 0 .  Otherwise, y ^ E X - G  so that 
y4 e fy jC p jrK X -G jC A rjA n n C X -G ) w h i c h  also means
N „[X ]n (X -G ) * 0 .
(2) Let {# „(* ): x EX, n EN } be a y*-nbhd assignment in (X, r) and consider 
any closed set F. If  p E F , then, as p E N n{p) Vn, it follows that pEN%[F] Vn. If
pEN%[F] V n , then, Vn, 3 *„ EF, 3yn E X  with p E N n(yn) and yn ENn(x„) so that
xn — * p ; but, as F  is closed, it  follows that p EF.
Conversely, suppose there is a decreasing nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX,n EN} 
in (X , r) such that for each closed set F, F -  P ||a ^ [F ]: n E n |. Consider any p EX
and suppose there exist sequences (* „)  and (y„) in  X such that, Vn,
yn E N n{x„)n N*n(p).
Claim. xn ——■► p
Pf. Otherwise, 3 G E r with pEG  such that Vn, 3kn & n with kn+i >kn 
and x ^ E X - G .  Then, since {/Vn( r ) : j : 6 X ,n E N | is decreasing, 
P ^ n { y k „ )  Vn and yK Vn;hence, p E N ^ x ^ )  Vn. So, as
X - G - f l | ^ [X - G ] : n E N |  and x ^ E X - G V n ,  it follows that
p EX -  G, a contradiction.
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4. The Developable Spaces and their Dual, the Nagata Spaces
A topological space (X, x) is a A -sp ace21 i f  there is a (decreasing) nbhd 
assignment {a w(jc) : x EX, n EN} such that
for each p E X , xn, p GArt(y„), V n => xn- ^ -+ p .
A topological space (X , t) is a Nagata space [H o i; 1972] or an A -sp ace22 if  
there is a (decreasing) nbhd assignment {Nn(x ) : x  EX, n EN} such that
foreach p E X ,  A „(p )n  Nn(xn) * 0 ,  Vn =* xn— —*p.
Note that the neighborhood assignments whose existence is provided for in the above 
definitions may be assumed to be decreasing, in which case it follows that, for each p E X ,
|A n(p )U A nV ) :« E N }
is a nbhd base for p in (X, r) ,23 Thus, by Theorem 2.2.6, both A-spaces and Nagata 
spaces are pseudosemimetrizable.
Given a collection A of subsets o f X and p E X , we define the star o f p in A, 
denoted st(p, A ) , so that
s t { p ,A ) - ( J { A E A :p E A } .
If S C X, we also define the star of S in A, denoted st[.S, A ) , so that
st[S, A) -  ( J { A  E A : A f l  S *  0 }.
Note also that st[S, A) ~ lj{s t(p , A ) : pES }.
2 1This terminology is suggested by the historical definition of a wA-space.
2 2Again, the historical definition of a wN-space suggests this choice of terminology.
23If (X ,r) is a A-space and | A ^ n ( x ) :  x E X ,  n £ N | is a decreasing nbhd assignment such that 
x„,peiV n(yn),Vn => x„— p-*p, to show that |a „ (p ) U  W*(p) : nGN | is a nbhd base for p . it 
suffices, by Theorem 2.1.2, to show that x „ £ N n(p)U  N“n(p), Vn => x„ — * p . So suppose 
x„ENn(p)U N"n(p), V n . If x„ E N n{p), let y„ ■ p;  otherwise, let yn ~x„. It then follows that, V n, 
x„, pEN„(y„) so that xn— p . If (X, t ) is a Nagata space, a similar argument can be employed.
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A topological space (X , r) is developable [Bi; 1951] i f  there is a sequence [Cjn) of 
open covers of X such that for each p E X , jst(p, <$/,): /iE N } is a nbhd base for p (such
a sequence of open covers is called a development for (X, t) ).24
2.4.1 Lemma. Every developable space is semistratifiable.
Proof. Consider any developable space (X, r) and let {<Qn) be a development for (X,r) .  
It may be assumed that, Vn, Qn+\ <Qn15 ( if necessary, for each n replace Qn with
•). Then jst(;c,£n): x E X ,  /iE n J  is a y*-nbhd
r n
f l Gi'.GiEGi V iE {l,2 ,...,# |} 
;=1
assignment.
2.4.2 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is developable;
(2) (X, t) is a A-space;
(3) there is a nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } in (X, r) such that for every 
closed set F, F - f |{ s t[F ,{ lV n(x ):jrE X }):# iE N }.
Proof (l)-c=>(2) is due to Heath [Hea; 1962].
(2) =>(3): Let [Nn(x) : x EX, n EN } be a A -nbhd assignment in (X, r ) , denote 
|]Vn( r ) : rE X }  by A/„, and consider any closed set F. C learly, 
F C f||s t [F , A /„):# iEN |. So suppose pE st[F,yVn) Vn. Then V /i,3y„ E X ,3 jcn EF
such that p,xn ENn(yn). Since {Nn(x) : x EX,n EN} is a A-nbhd assignment, it 
follows that xn ——»p and, therefore, as F  is closed, that p E F .
24A developable T3 -space is known as a Moore space. Moore spaces have been the focus of much 
attention by topologists (the Normal Moore Space Conjecture, etc.). See [Tal] and [Fl] for a detailed 
discussion of Moore spaces and the issues surrounding them.
25We write Qn+l ■< Qn to indicate that refines Qn.
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(3) =s»( 1): Assume (3) and denote {# „( * ) : x EX} by Nn. Without loss o f 
generality, assume {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN} C t . It follows that {Nn) is a development for 
(X ,r).
Interest in A-spaces stems from the fact that the class of developable spaces 
generalizes the class of pseudometrizable spaces.
2.4.3 Example. A Hausdorff developable space that is not metrizable.
Let A = {(* , y ) : x, y ER, y > 0 }, 5  = {(* , 0): *E R }, X = A U S ,  IA be the usual
topology on A , /  be the set of interiors of disks lying in A whose boundaries are tangent 
to B, r  = {D U  {/£>}: D E /}, where for each D E I ,  tp is the point of tangency o f the
boundary of D with B , and 1$ -  U U T. Then % is a base for a topology r  on X .
For each p E A  and each «E N , let Un(p) -  |jc EA:e{p,x)  < l/2 n| ,  where
e(p, x) is the usual Euclidean distance between p and x.
For each p E B  and each nEN , let D(p, n) U {p }, where D(p,n)  is the
interior of the disk centered at (p, p+ l / 2nj having radius \ / l n .
Now for each n EN, define Qn -  [ u n(x ) : x E  a} U : JcEfl} and note that
(5 „) is a development for (X, r ) . Clearly, (X, r)  is Hausdorff.
Note also that (X, r) is separable since, if  Q is the set of rational numbers,
X f l (Q x Q) is countable and dense. However, (X, r) is not second countable since, if  it 
were, (S, r| B), an uncountable discrete subspace, would be as well. Hence, (X, r) is not
metrizable.
Observe that the developable spaces and the Nagata spaces are dual to each other in 
the same sense that the y -spaces are dual to the y * -spaces.
Given a topological space (X, r) and a family A  of subsets of X , A is discrete if  
every point of X has a nbhd that intersects at most one member of A, A is cr-discrete
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i f  A  is a countable union of discrete families of subsets o f X , A is loca lly fin ite  if
every point o f X has a nbhd that intersects only finitely many members of A,  and A  is a 
net provided that whenever p G G G r , there exists Ap EA  such that p EAp C G. Note
that a net in (X, r) is a cover of X  and a discrete family in (X, r) is locally finite.
2.4.4 Lemma. Let (X, r) be a topological space and A  be a locally finite family of 
closed sets in (X, z). If  1$ C A , then U #  is closed.
Our next goal is to show that every developable space is a y * -space. The proof 
makes use o f a covering property known as subparacompactness. A  topological space 
(X, t)  is subparacompact if  every open cover of X has a closed cr-discrete refining 
cover.
2.4.5 Lemma. Every semistratifiable space is subparacompact
Proof. Consider any semistratifiable space (X, r) and let {Un(x): x EX, n E N } be a y* -  
nbhd assignment in (X, r) consisting o f open sets. For each G E t  and each n£N , 
define F„[G] -  X -  Un[ X -  G] and note that these sets are closed. Now consider any open 
cover Q o f X and well-order Q so that G -  {Ga : a < A} for some A . Define, for each
nEN,  # ! „ = F „[G i] and //a>n -  Fn[Ga ] - ( j |G 0 :/J< a j.  Then, for each n S N , let
00






Every developable space is a y -space. In fact, 
(1) => (2) => (3) => (4),
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(1) ( X , t) is developable,
(2) (X , x) has a closed a-discrete net,
(3) there exists a y* -nbhd assignment [Nn(x ) : x EX, n EN} for (X  x) such that
xE N n(p) => Nn(x )C N n(p),
(4) (X, t) is a y*-space.
Proof. ( 1) =*> (2): Suppose (X, r) is developable and let (<2n) be a development for
(X, x) . Since (X, x) is developable, it is semistratifiable and, therefore, subparacompact. 
So, Vn, m E N , there exists a discrete family 7n, m ° f  closed sets such that Jn^ m <Qn and 
Jn = (J  m ■ m E N j covers X . It follows that J -  (j{7n , m : n, m E n | is a cr-discrete
family o f closed sets.
Now suppose p E G E x .  As {Cjn) is a development, there exists k such that 
st(p, (jk) C G, and as % is a cover of X , there exists FE Jk such that p EF.  Then, 
since \ < Q k *  F Q H  for some HEQ^. So p E F Q  HQsi{p,Qk)Q G. Thus, J is a 
net.
(2) => (3): Suppose that, Vn EN , Jn is a discrete family of closed sets in (X, r ) , 
and that 7 “  U {^«  • n *s a net- ^or ea°h n £ N , let 7n be the collection o f all finite
intersections o f members of £hen let 7* “ U {? n :n e N |- Note that 7* is a
collection o f closed sets, 7* is a net, and, Vn, J* C J*+1. Note also that, V n, 7n is 
locally finite; thus, V p  EX, Vn EN, Nn(p) « X : P ^ J  S t -
Claim I. xENn(p) => Nn( x )C N n(p)
Pf. Suppose xE N n(p). Consider any yE N n(x) and any FErj*n for 
which p $ F .  As xE N n(p), it follows that x $ F .  Then, as yE N n(x), it 
follows that y&F .  Hence, yENn(p).
Claim 2. {# „(* ): x EX, n EN } is a y * -nbhd assignment
40
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Pf. Assume xn ENn(p),Vn and suppose to the contrary that (xn) does 
not converge to p. Then, 3 G E t such that p EG and, V#i, 3kn s n with 
kn+i >kn and x^ &G. Since J is a net, 3/nEN, 3F* EJ^  such that 
p E F *  C G. Then, since V « .  we observe that F* E j ^ n V /i
with kn am.  But, as x^  $.F* V /i and p E F * , it follows that, V /i with 
kn a m, P<=U{f<=3£, :Xjtn ^ f |  so that, V /i w ith  kn * m ,  
p £Nkn [ x k„) •a contradiction.
(3) => (4): Suppose there exists a y*-nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX,n  EN } 
fo r (X ,t) such that xENn(p) =*• Nn(x) C Nn(p). Suppose also that,
. V/i, pENn{yn ) and yn e N n{xn).
Claim. xn — p
Pf. It suffices, as {# „(* ) : x EX,n  EN } is a y*-nbhd assignment, to 
show that, V n ,pENn(xn). Since yn ENn(xn),Vn,  it follows that 
Nn(yn) £  Nn{x„), Vn; then, since p E N n(yn), Vn, it  fo llow s that 
P ^ N n(xn\  V /i.
We now consider several classes of spaces which generalize developable spaces.
A topological space (X, r) is a A iV-space (or M N - space [HH; 1973]) if  (as 
expected) there is a (decreasing) nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX,n EN} in (X, t)  such
that for each p E X ,
(n „ (x„  )C \N „ (p ) * 0 ,  V/i and A/J(jrn)n A £  (p) *  0 ,V /i) => xn— ^ p .
A topological space (X, t) is a Ay-space (or 0-sp ace  [Hoi; 1972]) if  there is a 
(decreasing) nbhd assignment {# „(* ): x EX, n EN } in (X, r) such that for each p E X , 
Nn(p)r \N*(p )r \N*{xn) * 0 ,  V /i => xn—j + p .
A topological space (X, x) is a Ay*-space i f  there is a (decreasing) nbhd 
assignment {# „ ( * ) : *  EX, n EN} in (X, r) such that for each p E X , 
wn(*n)n A f*(x jn y v *(p ) * 0 , V /i => xn- ^ - * p .
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A topological space (X, x) is a AyN-space i f  there is a (decreasing) nbhd 
assignment {#„(*): x EX.n EN } in (X, r) such that for each p E X ,
(#,,(£) H W*(p) n  *  0 ,V «  and Nn(p)nNn{x„ ) *0 ,  Vn) => xn— ^*p.
Hodel has shown that a topological space is developable i f  and only if  it is a 
semistratifiable Ay-space [H o i; 1972]. Our next theorem provides more of the 
interrelationships among the classes of spaces we have just defined.
2.4.7 Theorem. For any topological space (X, x):
(1) (X, x) is a A jV-space if f  (X, r) is a semistratifiable Ay/V-space;
(2) (X, t )  is a Ay "-space if f  (X, x) is a semistratifiable y y "-space;
(3) (X, x) is a (Ay)*-space if f  (X, r) is a y*-space.
Proof. The proofs of (2) and (3) involve arguments similar to those employed in the proof 
of ( 1); hence, we provide only the proof o f ( 1).
(=>) Clearly, any A A/-nbhd assignment is both a Ay/V-nbhd assignment and a 
y* -nbhd assignment.
(«=) Suppose (X, r) is a semistratifiable A yN-space. Using the construction 
given in Lemma 2.1.7 we can obtain a decreasing nbhd assignment {a „(x ) : x EX, n EN }
in (X, x) that is both ay* -nbhd assignment and a AyN-nbhd assignment. Now suppose 
that, for each nE N , 3yn ENn(xn)C\ Nn(p) and 3znEN*(xn)r\ N*(p).
Claim 1. (xn) clusters at p
Pf. Since zn EN^(p) and {iV „(x ):jcE X ,n E N | is a yj-nbhd 
assignment, it follows that zn— ^~*P- So, Vn, 3k„^n  such that
Zkn ENn(p) . Then, as {n„(jt) : x EX, n EN} is decreasing, it follows that 
Vn, zK E N \n ( * J n  (p)C N * ( ^ ) D N*(p) ;
therefore, V n,
2*. SA'n(P) n N'n(p) n  N^[xk ).
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Similarly, V n ,
ykn (p) n ) £ Nnip) n ).
Thus, as {# „(* ) : x EX, n GN} is a Ay/V-nbhd assignment, it follows that 
Xkn T^P '
Actually, we have now established that
( t) (V /i, Nn(a „ )n N n(q) ^ 0  and N^(a „ )nN ^q)  * 0 j  =*■ {an ) clusters at q .
Claim 2. xn— ► p
Pf. Otherwise, 3M E N x(p) such that V n, 3kn a n with kn+l >kn and 
Xfr" E X - M .  Then, V /i,
yk„ k„ ^  N k n ( p ) £  N ^ X f ^  j  0  N n( p )
and
Zkn e n Z ^ x ^  ) n  Nln {p) c ) n  Nmn(P).
Thus, by (f), it follows that (-*/fcn) clusters at p, which is impossible since 
is never in M.
In the neighborhood characterizations of Ay-spaces and Ay*-spaces given below,
we make use of the following notation:
Given a nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } in a topological space (X, r ) , we
define Nn(p) so that
A W pl-A ^ A W p m ^ ip )].
Note that jjVn(jc): x EX, n G n | is also a nbhd assignment in (X, r ) .
2.4.8 Theorem. For any topological space (X, t)  :
(1) (X, t)  is a Ay -space if f  there is a nbhd assignment {Nn(x) : x E X ,n  EN } in
(X, t) such that
for each p E X , x„ ENn{p), V n => xn— ^ * p \
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(2) (X , r) is a Ay ‘ -space iff there is a nbhd assignment {# „(* ): x EX, rt EN } in 
(X, t ) such that
for each closed set
Proof. (1) Observe that
xn ENn(p) o  xn ENn(yn) for some yn ENn{p)f\ N*n(p)
**  ynENn(P)n N *n(P)^Nn(xn)’
(2) (=^ >) Let {# „(* ) : x E X ,/iE N } be a Ay*-nbhd assignment in (X, t)  and
consider any closed set F. Clearly, F C ^ ] j;v w[F] : nEN  j .
So suppose pEJV„[F], Vn. Then, Vn, 3 xn EF  such that p E N n(xn). So, 
Vn,3yIIEAfn(jr#I)n A f*(j(il ) such th a t p E N n(yn). T h u s ,
Vn,yn ENn(xn) n  N*(xn) n  N^(p) so that, as |lVn(j:):j:E X ,n E N } is Ay*, it follows 
that xn —^~*P- Since F  is closed and xn EF, Vn, we may conclude that p E F .
(<=) Let (A 'nfx): x EX, rt EN} be a nbhd assignment in (X, r) such that for each
closed set F, F - n { ^ B[F ]:n e N j. Note that we may assume this nbhd assignment is
decreasing. It suffices, by (2) of Theorem 2.4.7, to show that {Nn(x) : x EX,n EN } is
both y* and y y*.
Claim 1. { # „ ( * ) :  x EX, n EN} is y*
Pf. Assume xn EN„(p) Vn and suppose to the contrary that (xn) does 
not converge to p. Then 3 G E t such that pE G  and Vn, 3kn a n with 
kn+i > kn a n d  xknE X - G .  B y h y p o th e s is ,
X -  G -  H  ~ Gl ; n eN |*  so 3J such fo*1 P GNjlX ~ G] • Thus,
V a E X -G , VbENj(a) nN^(a), it  follows that p$N j(b ) .  So, 
V a E X - G ,  p£Nj(a) .  Choose n so that £ y . Then p ^ . N j { x ^  
and, as N ^ x ^ ) C ), it follows that p (jfcN^x^ j,  a contradiction.
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Claim 2. {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } is y Y*
Pf. Assume that, V « , yn ENn{xn) n  N^{xn) n  Nn(p )nN *(p )  and 
suppose to the contrary that (xn) does not converge to p . Then 3 G E r 
such that p EG and Vn, 3kn & n with kn+l > kn and x^  EX  -  G. By
hypothesis, X -  G - P||^Vn[X -  G ]: n E n |, s o  3y such that
p (£Nj[X -  G]. Thus, Va E X - G, V & E tfy(a) D W*(a), it follows that 
p£N j(b ) .  C hoose n so th a t kn * j .  Then
so that a
contradiction.
Some of the classes of spaces we have studied are easily seen to be generalizations of 
Nagata spaces. These classes can also be related to several other well-known classes of 
spaces which we now define.
A topological space (X, t) is
( 1) stratifiable26 i f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
{# „(* ) : x E X ,n E N | in (X, r) such that
for each closed set F , F  -  P |{ W „[F]: n E N |;
(2) k -semistratifiable [Lu] i f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
{# „(* ) : x EX, n EN} in (X, x) such that
(X  compact, F closed, X f lF -  0 ) => KC\Nn[F] - 0  for some n ; and
(3) N -semistratifiable27 i f  there is a (decreasing) neighborhood assignment 
{iV„(jc): x EX, n EN } in (X, x) such that
for each p E X , (y„ ENn(xn), V/i and y 7 -p )  => xn— ^ p .
26Stratifiable spaces were originally known as M3 -spaces and were studied by Ceder [Ce] in bis 1959 thesis 
which was directed by B.A. Michael. Borges [Bo] introduced the term stratifiable. The definition we have 
chosen was derived by Heath [Hea].
27The letter N  has been chosen in honor of Nagata.
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2.4.9 Theorem. For any topological space (X, x) :
(1) => (2) => (3) => (4) => (5) =* (6) => (7) => (8),
where,
(1) (X, x) is a Nagata space,
(2) (X, x) is stratifiable,
(3) (X, x) is £-semistratifiable,
(4) (X, t ) is A/-semistratifiable,
(5) (X, r) is a y*-space,
(6) ( X , t )  is a Ay*-space,
(7) (X, x) is a semistratifiable y y*-space with a <t-discrete net,
(8) (X, r) is a y y*-space.
Proof. (1) => (2): Let {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN} be a decreasing A*-nbhd assignment in
(X, x) and consider any closed set F. Clearly, F Q ( " ] [F] :n E N }. So suppose
p E N n[F] Vn. Then, V n ,3 x „E F  such that A f„(p )flNn(xn) 0 .  Hence, as 
{# „(* ) : x EX, n EN} is A*, it follows that xn—^~*P- As xn E F  Vn and F  is closed,
we conclude that p EF.
(2) => (3): Suppose (X,x)  is not &-semistratifiable and consider any decreasing 
nbhd assignment {# „(* ): x EX,n  EN} in (X, r ) . Then there exist compact K  and 
closed F,  along with a sequence (xn), such that K D  F -  0  and xn E K  f l jV„[F] Vn. 
As (xn) is a sequence in K, it follows that (xn) has a cluster point p EK .  Thus, p (£F. 
It suffices to show that p E N j [F ]  for each y'EN. So consider any y EN and any 
M E N x(p). As (*„) clusters at p,  3 /a y such that xt EM .  Also, as 
{# „(* ) : x EX, nE N } is decreasing, xt EW,[F]C Nj[F].  Thus, M H N j [ F ] * 0  so 
that p E N j [F ] .
(3) => (4): Let [Nn(x) : x E X .bE N } be a decreasing k -semistratifiable nbhd 
assignment in (X, x) and suppose that yn ENn(xn) Vn and yn—
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Claim, x. T r
Pf. Otherwise, 3 G E r such that p EG and V /i, 3kn with £„+1 >1^ and
Xj," E X  -  G. Since 3j  such that Vn with & j , EG.
Let m = m injn: kn 2 y}. Note that, as {# „(* ) : jc  EX, n EN} is a
decreasing fc-semistratifiable neighborhood assignment, so is 
{Nn(x ) :x E X ,n  2 m} . Now let K  « jy ^  : 2 y j U {p} and observe that
K is compact and X f l( X - G )« 0 .  However, for any « 2 m, 
y t . e N tn(xK )c,N„(xti:) c N nl X - a ]  so that, K H  JV „[X -G ]« 0 , a
contradiction.
(4) =» (5): Let {Nn(x) : x EX, n EN} bean N -semistratifiable nbhd assignment
in (X, t ) and suppose that, Vn, pEN n(yn) and yn ^ N n{xn). As any N -  
semistratifiable nbhd assignment is y*, it follows that yn— ^~*P- Then, as
{# „(*) : x EX, n E N } is N-semistratifiable, it follows that xn — *  p.
(5) => (6): This implication is obvious.
(6) => (7): We have already shown (Theorem 2.4.7) that any Ay‘ -space is a
semistratifiable y y*-space. It suffices to show that a semistratifiable y y ‘ -space has a
o -discrete net
Let \un(x ) : xEX ,  nEN } be a decreasing open nbhd assignment in (X, t ) that is
both y* and y y*. Choose a well-ordering < o f X and for each p E X  let 
zn(p) -  m injy E X : p E U n(y)}. Now, for each p E X  and all n , k E N, define 
^ n . k ( P )  -  X  -  ( ( U fe W : x £ V n( P ) } )  U  (U f^nC ^) - x < p , x *  p } ) ) , 
and note that |i4nt/c(x): x E x j is discrete. Then, for each p E X  and all n ,It.m E N ,
define
A n,k, m(p )  -  \  k i p )  n  U^ t i p ) .
For all n, k, m E N , define
^n,k,m ’
and then let A  -  m: n, k, m EN
A n, k, m (■*): GX j
. It follows that A  is a cr-discrete net
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(7) => (8): This implication is obvious.
2.4.10 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X , r ) :
(1) (X, t )  is a Nagata space;
(2) (X, t )  is stratifiable and first countable;
(3) (X, t) is fc-semistratifiable and first countable;
(4) (X, t) is N -semistratifiable and first countable.
Proof. Note that (1)=*>(2), (2) =>(3), and (3) =>(4) are obvious in light o f the previous 
theorem and the observation that Nagata spaces are first countable. So suppose (X, z) is
N -semistratifiable and first countable. Then there is a decreasing nbhd assignment 
[Nn(x) : x 6 X ,n 6 N | in (X, t)  that is both N -semistratifiable and y i - Now suppose
yn £:Nn(p )n  Nn(xn) Vn. It follows, since {# „(.*):* e X ,/te N }  is y lt  that 
yn— Thus,  as {A /„(;c ):;re X ,/te N } is N -semistratifiable, it follows that
Xn— ^ P -
Dennis Burke [Bu] has provided an example o f a developable space that is neither a 
y -space nor a Nagata space. This example is also studied in [Sa]. Since it is developable, 
it is a first countable y*-space. But as it is not a y-space, it is not metrizable (see 
Theorem 2.6.2 in §6 of this chapter).
The following diagram summarizes the relationships among the spaces studied in this 
section; compare with the diagram in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Developable and its dual Nagata
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5. Pseudoquasimetrizability
A pseudoquasimetric for a set X is a distance d for X such that 
Vp, q,xEX, d(p, q) sd(p, x) + d(x,q).
In other words a pseudoquasimetric is a distance that satisfies the Triangle Inequality.
A topological space (X, r) is pseudoquasimetrizable i f  there is a 
pseudoquasimetric d for X  such that r  -  r d .
Part o f the significance o f pseudoquasimetrics lies in the fact that any topological 
space can be generated from a family of pseudoquasimetrics.28
2.5. i Theorem. [Gr] The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is pseudoquasimetrizable;
(2) there is a (decreasing) nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } in (X, r) such 
that
(a) for each p E X ,  xn ENn(p), Vn => xn— and
(b) q e N n+l(p) => N„+i(q)Q Nn(p).
Proof. (1 )^ (2 ): I f  d is a pseudoquasimetric for X such that r - r ^ ,  simply let 
N„iP)~Sd{p, l/2 ").
(2)=*(1): Suppose there is a decreasing nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x 6 X ,« € N | 
in  (X, t)  fo r  w h ich  both x „E N n(p ) ,Vn  => xn— ^-*p  and
<7 GNn+l(P) =>
Define a distance d for X so that
f°. ^ q^Nk(p) Vk\
| l / 2” , where n -  min{fc: q ^ N ^ p ) } ,  otherwise.
28Given a topological space (X , r), define, for each G G r ,  a pseudoquasimetric dG for X  so that 
d G(p, q) m  0 if p  EG  and q £ G , and dG(p, q) -1  otherwise. Then t  is the coarsest topology generated
by {xdc : G E t } .
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Note that S ^p , l/2 w) -  Nnip)\ hence, x^ -  t . Note also that dip, p) «= 0 V p E X ;
however, d may not satisfy the Triangle Inequality.
So define the distance D for X so that
n
D(p,q) = inf- ^ ( ^ . x ^ r / t E N ,  xt EX  V /e {o , l, ..., n + l}, XQ = p,xn+l =q
ini0
It follows that D is a pseudoquasimetric for X  and r  -  xq.29 
A nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetric for a set X is a distance d for X such
that
Vp, q, x EX, d{p, q) s max {dip, x),dix, q)}.
A topological space (X, t)  is nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetrizable i f  there 
is a nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetric d for X  such that x -  x j .
Clearly, any nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetrizable space is pseudoquasimetrizable. 
Kofner [Kof] provides an example o f a (pseudo)quasimetrizable space that is not 
nonarchimedean (pseudoquasimetrizable.
2.5.2 Theorem. [Gr] The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, t) is nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetrizable;
(2) there is a (decreasing) nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x E X ,nE N } in (X, t ) such 
that
(a) for each p E X , xn ENnip), Vn =*■ xn— and
(b) q e N nip) => Nniq )Q N nip).
The proof of Theorem 2.5.2 is similar to that of Theorem 2.5.1.
29This proof makes implicit use of Frink’s Lemma (see [Gr]).
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Given a set X and a subset V o f X  x X , we define
V2 = { ( x , y )E X x X :3 z E X ,  (x,z) EV  and (z ,y )6 V}
and, for each positive integer n i  3,
Vn « {(jc ,y )E X x X :3 z E X ,(;r,z )EV  and (z ,y )e v "_1| ,
and, for each p  E X , we write V[p\ for {or: (p, x) E V }.
Hence, if  {Sa (x ): x EX, a E /} is a family of subsets of X and if, for each a E7, 
we consider Sa to be the subset of X x X having the property that Sa [*] = Sa(x) for each 
x E X , then, for each n EN, we may define S^(x) so that S^(x) = 5^[x ].
I f  (X, r) is a topological space and V C X x X, we say V is a neighbornet [Ju] 
(abbreviated nbnet) in (X, r) if  for each p  E X , V[p]ENx(p).
A sequence (Vn) of nbnets in (X, t)  is
(1) decreasing if  the induced nbhd assignment {Vn[ jr ] : jcE X ,nE N } is 
decreasing, and
(2) a norm al basic sequence i f  Vn+lCVn Vn and, fo r each p E X , 
{v „[p ]:n e N } is a nbhd base at p .
2.5.3 Lemma. Let (X, t) be a topological space.
(1) [LF] (X, t)  is a y -space if f  there is a decreasing sequence (Vn) o f nbnets in 
(X, r) such that for each p E X , |v ^ [p ]: n E n | is a nbhd base at p .
(2) [Ju] (X, t) is pseudoquasimetrizable if f  (X, t) has a normal basic sequence.
(3) [Fo] I f  (X, t)  is a developable y -space and U is a nbnet in (X, t)  , then there 
is a nbnet W in (X, r) such that W Q U 2.
Proof. (1) I f  {# „(* ) : x EX, n EN } is a y -nbhd assignment in (X, r ) , it follows that 
[xn E.N2(p) V nj  => xn—^r*P- Define a sequence (v „) o f nbnets so that
Vn[p\ “  Nn(p) and note that V2[p] -  N2(p) . Then |v ^ [p ]: n EN | is a nbhd base at p .
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Conversely, if  (Vn) is a sequence of nbnets in (X, x) such that for each pE X ,  
|v^[/?]: n E N j is a nbhd base at p,  it follows that {Vn[x] : xE X ,  wEN} is a y-nbhd
assignment in (X, x ) .
(2) I f  (X , t)  is pseudoquasimetrizable, then there is a decreasing nbhd assignment 
{Nn(x ) : x EX,n  E N } in (X,x) for which both x„ EN„(p), Vn => x „— ^-*p  (so
that {Nn(p ) :nG N }  is a nbhd base at p)  and qE.Nn+\{p) =*> Nn+\(q)Q Nn(p).
Define a sequence (Vn) of nbnets so that Vw[p] -  Nn(p) and note that V^+1 C Vn.
Conversely, let (vn) be a sequence of nbnets in (X, r) for which V^+1 QVn Vn
and \Vn[p] \ n EN} is a nbhd base at p. Define Nn(p) = Vn[p]. As {Vn[p\: n EN} is a 
nbhd base at p,  it follows that xn ENn(p), Vn => xn— Now if  q £ N n+l(p)
and xE N n+l(q), then (p, q) EVn+1 and (q, x)EVn+l so that (p, x) EV*+l C Vn and, 
therefore, x E N n(p).
(3) The following proof is essentially that given by Fox in [Fo; 1981]. Suppose 
(X, x) is a developable y -space and U is a nbnet in (X, x) . Let (Cjn) be a development 
for (X, t)  with Qn+\ <Qn Vn and let (vn) be a decreasing sequence of nbnets in (X, r) 
such that, for each p E X , |v ^ [p ]: n E n | is a nbhd base at p . Observe that, for each 
p E X , |v ^ [/7] : n E n | is a nbhd base at p .
For each p E X , let 
j p -m in jn : v f[p ]C t/[p ]J  and kp - x m n \n * jp \s\(p,Qn)Q V jp [p^.
Then, for each A ENr (p) f l  r ,  let
kA -  min{fca : a EA }.
Finally, for each p E X , let
lp -  maxjfc^ : A ENx(p) f l  r } .
Note that j p z k p, st| p, Q ^ Q V [ p ] , and lp s kp (since, for each open nbhd A
of p, kA s kp).
Define C q -0  and, V nE N , Cn « {xE X  :kx s « } , and observe that 
Cn = {x E X : lx s n }. Also note that, V p EX, p i .
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Claim. V p E X ,  W4(p)CU2[p]
Pf. Consider any x^E.W4{p). Then there are xi,x2, x3EX such that 
x4 EW(x3) , JC3 £ ^ ( ^ 2), X2 EW (xj), and Xj EW(p). Note that, for 
/ E {0 ,1,2,3,4}, xi+l £C/x _i (where x q - p )  and, therefore,
Ip s lX{ s ZX4. It follows that 3y E.U[p] f ls t |p ,^  j .  Then
j y sky -  Ip x /j. s for each i  E {l, 2,3,4 } . So, as (Vn) is decreasing, 
xI+1 E.W{xi) C V* [x t]C  Vyy[x j] fo r each i  e{0, 1,2,3,4}. Hence,
x * e v j y l p l  B u t p Gip) - st(y ,Qky) ^  vjyiy\ so tha t
x4 EV ^ [y] C t/[y ]. Thus, as y EU[p ] , it follows that x4 EU2[p ] .
2.5.4 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, t)  :
(1) (X, t)  is a semistratifiable pseudoquasimetrizable space30;
(2) (X, t)  is a developable y -space;
(3) (X, t)  is a y - , y m-space;
(4) (X, r) is a semistratifiable y-space.
Proof. (1)=>(4): It suffices to show that any pseudoquasimetrizable space is a y -space. 
So let {Z V „(x ):xE X ,/jE N } be a nbhd assignment in (X,z) fo r which both 
xn E:Nn(p),Vn  =*► xn—y * p  and qE N n+l(p) =*► Nn+l(q)C Sfn(p), and
suppose that, for each n EN , xn ENn(yn) and yn ENn(p). It follows that
x n+1 ^ ^ n + liy n + l) — Nn(P) 
so that xn+i — ^~*P and, therefore, xn—^~*P-
(2) ==s*(3): This implication is immediate since we have already shown (Theorem 
2.4.6) that any developable space is a y* -space.
30A semistratifiable pseudoquasimetrizable space is also known as a strongly pseudoquasimetrizable space.
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(3) =>(4): Clearly, any y*-space is semistratifiable.
(4) =>(2): It suffices to show that any semistratifiable y -space is developable. So 
let {# „(* ) : x 6 X ,/ i6 N | be a decreasing nbhd assignment in (X, r) that is both y* and 
y and suppose that, for each /iE N , xn,p E N n{yn). It follows that yn— ^~*P- Hence,
V/t, 3kn ^ n  such that kn+i > k n and y^ ENn(p). Then, since we also have
is a y -nbhd assignment, it
follows that xkn — — * p. Thus, (xn ) clusters at p .
Note that we have actually shown that 
(t) an, q ENn(bn)Vn  => (an ) clusters at p .
Claim. xn— * p
Pf. Otherwise, 3M EN x(p) such that V n, 3kn a n with kn+i >kn and 
xkn E X - M .  By hypothesis, xkn, p E N ^ ( y ^ ) C A/n(y ^ ) V n , so that,
by ( t) , ) clusters at p , which contradicts the fact that [x^  j is never in
M.
(2) =*•( 1): As we have already shown (Lemma 2.4.1) that any developable space is 
sem istratifiable, it  suffices to show that any developable y-space is 
pseudoquasimetrizable. The argument presented is due to Fox [Fo; 1981]. Let (X, r) be a 
developable y -space. Then there is a decreasing sequence (vn) of nbnets such that, for 
each p E X ,  : h 6 nJ is a nbhd base at p.  Then, by (3) of Lemma 2.5.3, it
follows that there is a sequence (Wn) of nbnets in (X, r) such that W]4 C V{ and, for 
« * 2 , H'„4, 1C (lV „n V '„ ,I)2 . Then, Vn, (» & .,) CwjJ. Also, V p e X .V n E N , as 
^ n +l [ p ] £ < +l[p ]£ (^ n  n  Vn+l)2[p]C V2+l[p]t it follows that j W2[p]: «6 N) is a 
nbhd base at p . Thus, (w2 j is a normal basic sequence and, therefore, (X, r) is pseudo­
quasimetrizable.
Next we w ill examine pseudoquasimetrizability and nonarchimedean pseudo- 
quasimetrizability in the context o f N-semistratifiable spaces (which, of course, include
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the Nagata spaces and the stratifiable spaces). The investigation requires some preliminary 
definitions.
A topological space (X, r) is col lection wise normal, abbreviated cwN, if  any 
discrete family of closed sets can be separated by disjoint31 open sets and is strongly 
screenable i f  every open cover o f X has an open a-discrete refining cover.
A collection of subsets of X  is called point finite i f  each point o f X belongs to 
only finitely many members of the collection.
A base for a topology on a set X  is a -discrete if  it can be written as a countable 
union o f discrete collections of subsets o f X  and is a-point finite if  it can be written as 
a countable union of point finite collections of subsets of X .
2.5.5 Lemma. Let (X, r) be a topological space.
(1) I f  (X, t ) is stratifiable, then (X, r) is cwN.
(2) I f  (X, t) is cwN and subparacompact, then (X, t)  is strongly screenable.
(3) [B i] I f  (X, t ) is developable and strongly screenable, then r  has a a-discrete 
base.
(4) [Gr] I f  t  has a a -point finite base, then (X, r) is nonarchimedean pseudo­
quasimetrizable.
Proof. (1) Let {£/„(*): *E X , n6 N } be a stratifiable nbhd assignment in (X, z) 
consisting of open sets and consider any discrete family J of closed sets. For each FE J
31Disjoint can be replaced by discrete in the definition of cwN. If (X, r )  is cwN and J is a discrete family 
of closed sets, then there exists a disjoint family H - { H ( F ) : F E j }  of open sets such that 
FQ H(F)  V F E j . As 7 is discrete, (J?  *s closed. Since, clearly, any cwN space is normal and (J 7 
and X - \ J H  are disjoint closed sets, there exist disjoint open sets Gx and G2 with U?£= &i 311(1 
X -  (J H C  G2 . Now for each F G ? , let G(F)  -  H(F)  f l  G, and then let Q -  {G (F ): F E j } .  It follows 
that Q is a discrete family of open sets that separates J .
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and each nEN , define Vn( F ) - U ^ rt F \ \ F E J , F *  F and W „(F ) -U n[ F \ - V n(F),
and then let W(F) -  (J W „(F). Then lA/« {W (F): F E j \  is a family o f open sets.
n=l
Claim 1. V F E j ,  F  C W(F)
Pf. Consider any FE J  and suppose p$:W(F). Then, Vn, p £ W n(F)
so that p EVn(F), Vn. B utV n,
Now, as J is discrete, it follows that (J | fE 7  •' F *  f |  is closed. Then, 
since the nbhd assignment {c/„(jc) : jcEX, nE N } is stratifiable.
00
' '  ' F E J : F  *  F l
So p g U  j / r S J : F *  f |  which means that p & F .
Claim 2. W is disjoint
Pf. Suppose to the contrary that there exist distinct Fj, F2 E^ and p EX  
such that /> e w (F i)n  W(F2). Then there exist nt and n2 such that 
p EWni (F j) f l  Wni{F2)• Without loss of generality we may assume that 
n jsinz. Note that p (Fx)2  £/„,[F2] D [ f 2]. But 
wrt2(^ 2) £ i / n2[^ 2] and> hence, it  fo llow s that p£W „2(F2), a 
contradiction.
(2) Suppose (X, r) is cwN and subparacompact and consider any open cover Q
of X.  Then there is a sequence { f n) of discrete families o f closed sets that refine Q and
00
for which (J Jn covers X. As (X, x) is cwN, for each n, there exists a discrete
family Hn = {Hn(F): F EJn } of open sets such that F Q H n(F) V F  E j n. Also, for each 
nEN  and each F E j n, 3Gn(F)E( j  such that F Q G n(F). Now, for each nE N , let
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= {Gn(F) f l  Hn (F ): F E j n }. It follows that, V n , L4n is a discrete family o f open sets
00
that refines Q and that LA -  \JlAn covers X .
n = l
(3) Suppose (X, r) is developable and strongly screenable and let (Qn) be a 
development for (X , r ) . Then, for each n EN, there exists a sequence ° f  discrete 
families of open sets that refine Qn and for which jz/f„ * :  k EN j  covers X . Note that, 
V pEX,Vn, Vk, st(/7, LAnj^Q s t {p , ( jn). It follows that (J  : fcEN j is a o -
discrete base for r .
00
(4) Suppose that, for each n EN, is point finite and !3 *s a t*356
for r .  For each p E X  and each n EN, let Nn(p) -  Q- BE\JfSi:peB
M
, which is open
since, for each n, !gn is point finite.
Claim 1. For each p E X ,  xn ENn(p), Vn =*> xn— ^~*P-
P f .  Suppose xn ENn(p), Vn and consider any M E N x{p). Since ^  is a base 
for t ,  there exists k  such that p EB  C M  for some B E% . But N%(p) C B  and, 
as {A^ n(x ): x E X ,n EN } is decreasing, it follows that xn EB V k .  Hence, 
xn E M  V n & k .
Claim 2. q E N n(p) => Nn{q)QNn{p)
P f .  Suppose q E N n{p) and consider any x E N n(q). Then q belongs to every 
n  n
member of that p belongs to and x belongs to every member o f (J# , that
/=i i= i
n
q belongs to. Therefore, x belongs to every member of (J % that p belongs to.
(=1
So xENn(p).
2.5.6 Theorem. The following are equivalent for an A/-semistratifiable space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, t) is developable;
(2) (X, t ) is nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetrizable;
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(3) (X, t) is pseudoquasimetrizable;
(4) (X, t ) is a y -space;
(5) (X, t ) is a Ay-space.
Proof. The implications (2)=>(3), (3) =>(4), and (4) =>(5) hold for any topological space. 
Both (2) =>(3) and (4) =>(5) are obvious.
(3)=>(4): Let {# „(* ): x E.X,n GN} be a decreasing nbhd assignment in (X, r) 
for which xn €ENn(p), Vn => xn— <*p fo r each pEiX and, in addition,
q€M n+l(p) =*• ^ +i(^)C  iV„(/>). Suppose that, V /iE N , x„ £ N n(yn) and 
yn &NniP)- Then, V#i, yn+2 € N n+2(p)C Nn+\(p) so th a t, Vn,
Hn+i(yn+2 ) £ Nn(P)- Also, V n , xn+2 ^ N n+2(yn+2)Q ty i+ tb w ) -  So, Vn, 
■*h+2 ^ M n(p). Hence, xn+2— ^ * p  so that xn— ^~+p.
(5)=s>(l): This implication follows easily using the facts that any N -
semistratifiable space is (clearly) semistratifiable and a topological space is developable iff it 
is a semistratifiable Ay-space [H oi; 1972].
(l)=i>(2): Suppose (X, r) is a developable space that is N -semistratifiable. As 
any developable space is first countable and any first countable ^-semistratifiable space is 
a Nagata space (Theorem 2.4.10), it follows that (X, t ) is a Nagata space. Since any
Nagata space is stratifiable (Theorem 2.4.9), (X, r) is stratifiable. Since any stratifiable
space is cwN , (X, t ) is cwN. Also, as any developable space is, being semistratifiable, 
subparacompact (Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.5), and as a cwN subparacompact space is 
strongly screenable , it follows that (X , t )  is strongly screenable. But any developable 
space that is strongly screenable has a cr-discrete base ; thus, there is a a -discrete base 
for t .  So, as a a-discrete base is cr-point finite, there is a ct-point finite base for r . 
Hence, by Lemma 2.5.5, (X, t ) is nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetrizable.
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Figure 4. Pseudoquasimetrizable and nonarchimedean pseudoquasimetrizable
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6. Pseudometrizability
A pseudometric for a set X is a symmetric pseudoquasimetric for X.
A topological space (X, r) is pseudometrizable i f  there is a pseudometric d for X 
such that t  -  xd .
The following theorem provides a weak neighborhood characterization of pseudo­
metrizable spaces, thus generalizing a parallel theorem o f Heath [Hea; 1962].
2.6.1 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is pseudometrizable;
(2) there is a (decreasing) weak base [Wn (x) : x EX, «EN } for t  such that
(a) for each p E X , xn, pEWn(yn), V/t => xn— P , and
(b) q(EWn(p) => pfEWn(q).
Proof. (1)=>(2): I f  d is a pseudometric fo r X such that t = t ^ ,  let
W„(p)-Sd(p,l /2n).
(2)=>(1): Suppose { ^ ( jc) :  xEX,  nEN } is a decreasing weak base for t  for 
which both x„, p EWn(yn), Vn => xn—^-+p  and q GWn(p) => pEWn(q).
Define a distance d for X so that
JO, if  qEWk(p) Vfc;
^  { 1/ 2” , where n -m in {k :q £ W ic(p)}, otherwise.
Note that S^p, 1/ 2” ) -  W„(p) ; hence, as at EX, nEN } is a weak base for t , it
follows that t = Xrf. Note, too, that d is symmetric.
It also follows that
(d{p, yn) 0 and d(y„, xn) — 0) => d{p, xn) — 0
so that the spheres are actually open and
V p EX, V e > 0,36 >0 such that (d(p, x)< 6 and d(x, q) <6)  =*► d(p, q) < e .
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Thus, for each p EX,  there exists a sequence (d„(p)j of positive real numbers and 
a sequence (Un(p)) o f open nbhds of p such that bn+{ip) £ min|dw(p), l / 2" |  and
(d(p, x)< dn+lip) and dix,q)< 6n+lip)) => qBUnip) QSd(p,dnip)).
So, for each p E X , \Unip) :n £ N | is a nbhd base at p and 
(^«+2(P )n t /«+2(P) * 0  ^  6niq ) s d nip)) =* Un+2ip)UUn+2iq )Q U nip). 
For each n EN, let Un -  { u ^ i x ) : x e x }  and define a distance d' so that
JO. if  qest(p,Uk) V *;
P'^  | l / 2w, where n « min j i t : q £st(p, U^)}, otherwise,
and note that d' is symmetric and xd> « xd ■» x .
Now let D be the distance for X defined by
Dip,q)  = in f ^d ' (x i ,  xi+ J : nEN, xt E X  V i e {0 ,1,..., n + 1}, Xq = p, xn+ j = q
l>o
and observe that D is a pseudometric for X and xD = r .
2.6.2 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, t ) is pseudometrizable;
(2) (X, t) is a Nagata y -space;
(3) (X, t ) is a Nagata Ay-space;
(4) (X, r) is a Nagata developable space.
Stratifiable, or even N-semistratifiable, can replace Nagata in this theorem.
Proof. The equivalence of (2), (3), and (4) follows from Theorem 2.5.6.
(1)=>(4): Let {# „(* ): x £ X ,n £ N } be a decreasing nbhd assignment in (X, x) 
fo r which both xn, p ENn(y„),Vn => xn— —-*p  (so that (X, x) is clearly
developable) and qENnip) =*• p E N niq). I f  yn ENnip) f \  Nn(xn) V n , it follows 
that xn, p E N n(yn) V/i so that xn ► p ; hence, (X, x) is also a Nagata space.
T
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(4 )=o(l): We show that every N-semistratifiable developable space is
pseudometrizable. Let {Nn(x ) : x EX, n EN } be a decreasing nbhd assignment in (X, r)
that is both /V-semistratifiable and developable. For each p E X  and each n EN , define 
Mn(p) = Nn(p)U N„(p) and note that [ \ f n(x ) : x EX, n EN} is a nbhd assignment in
(X, t )  . Clearly, q EMn(p) => p E M n(q).
Claim, p, xn EMn(y„ ) Vn => xn p
Pf. Suppose p,xn EMn(yn) Vn.
Case(i): For infinitely many n, p,xn ENn(yn).
Suppose p,xkn E A ^ y tJ  Vn. Then xkn— ^ - p .  Now if  (xn)
does not converge to p,  3L EJ^ip)  such that Vn,3y„ & n with 
J n + i  >  i n  and xj n E X - L .  But p,xjn EM jn{yjn) v  n so for 
infinitely many n , p, xjn ENJn (y,n) or p, xjn EN * [yjn ). From 
the former situation, it follows that  ^ clusters at p,  a
contradiction. From the latter situation, it  fo llow s that 
yjn ENjn(p)C\Njn[xjn) for infinitely many n , so that (y ^ j
clusters at p and, therefore, clusters at p,  again a 
contradiction.
Case(ii): For infinitely many n , p,xn EN*n{yn) .
The argument is similar to that presented in Case (i).
Thus, by Theorem 2.6.1, (X, t) is pseudometrizable.
Let m EN and suppose (X, t)  is a topological space.
(1) I f  there is a nbhd assignment {N„(jc) : x EX, n EN} in (X, t )  such that
foreach p E X ,  xn EN™(p) Vn => xn— ^~*P ,
we w ill say that (X, t) is a ym-space.
(2) I f  there is a nbhd assignment {N„(jc) : x EX,n  EN} in (X, t)  such that
foreach p E X , pEN™{xn) V /i => xn— ^~*P>
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we w ill say that (X , t)  is a y^,-space.
(3) If there is a nbhd assignment {Nn(x) : jc EX , n EN } in (X, t ) such that
foreach p E X , E A ^fp ) and pEN™{xn) Vn) =*• xn T *P,
we w ill say that (X, t ) is an Sm-space.32
(4) I f  there is a nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX, rt EN } in (X, r) such that
foreach AC X , A C p | | a^ [A ] : «E n } ,
then (X, t)  is called an Nm-space [Ho2].33 
The diagram below summarizes the relationships among ym -spaces, Ym -spaces, 
and Sm -spaces.
(X , r) is a 7m- , 7^ -space
/ \
(X ,  r )  is a 7m-space (X , r )  is a 7^-space
\
(X , r )  is a S,7i space
Figure 5. ym and its dual y*m
2.6.3 Lemma. Let {iV „(jr): x EX,« EN } be a nbhd assignment in (X, r ) . Then for 
any m E N , N™ (p) C (p) for every p EX and every rt E N . Hence:
( 1) if  (X, t) is a ym+1-space, then (X, r) is a ym-space;
(2) if  (X, r) is a y ^ +1-space, then (X, t)  is a y^-space;
3 2The letter S has been chosen because of the symmetry in the hypothesis of this condition.
33Hodel has chosen the letter A/ in recognition of Nagata.
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(3) if  (X, r) is a 5OT+I-space, then (X , r) is a -space;
(4) if  (X, t ) is a Nm-space, then (X, t ) is a Nm+i -space.
2.6.4 Lemma. Let (X, r) be a topological space.
(1) (X, r) is a if f  (X  T) isa Y -space.
(2) (X, t ) is a y\-space if f  (X, r) is a y* -space.
For any m EN, we may assume that ym~, y*m and SOT-nbhd assignments are 
decreasing. We may also assume that an Wj-nbhd assignment is decreasing. However, 
Ziqiu [Zi] shows that a decreasing Nm-nbhd assignment cannot necessarily be obtained 
from a given Nm-nbhd assignment when rn zt 2.
2.6.5 Lemma. [Ho2] The following are equivalent for a neighborhood assignment 
{# „(* ) : x EX, n EN} in (X, r ) :
(1) {]VsW :x E X 1n 6 N} is an Nm -nbhd assignment;
(2) V p EX, Vn EN, p EX -  j *  E X : /> £ # ” (*)}.
Proof. (1)=^(2): Suppose {# „(* ) : x E X ./iE N j- is an Nm-nbhd assignment and
suppose to the contrary that there exist p E X  and nEN such that 
p E \ x E X : p $ N n i x ) Y  Then p E N ^ jx E X ip g N ^ * ) } ] .  So there exists <7 EX
such that both p EN™(q) and p $N™ (q), a contradiction.
(2)=*(1): Suppose { # „ ( * ) : * E X ,n E N } is not an Nm-nbhd assignment. Then
there exist A C X ,  pEA,  and nEN  such that p$N™{a) for any aEA.  Hence, 
AC  jx E X  :p$.N™(x)^ so that A C |x  G X : p &N™ (jc) j . It  fo llow s that 
pE.\xEX:p<ZN™(x)\.
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2.6.6 Theorem. [Ho2] I f  (X, t)  is iV-semistrati fiable, then (X, x) is a y*m-space for 
every m EN.
Proof. Let {# „(* ): x 6 X,n E N | be an W-semistrati fiable nbhd assignment in {X, x) .
The proof is by induction on m . As any W-semistratifiable space is semistratifiable, it is 
clear that (X, z) is a y* -space.
Now consider any m EN , assume (X, x) is a y^-space, and suppose 
pEN™+l(xn) Vn. Then Vn, 3y„ ENn(xn) such that pEN™(yn). So, as (X,x) is a 
y^-space, y „—^~*P- But then, as (X,x)  is -semistratifiable, it follows that
xn - ~ r * p -
2.6.7 Theorem. [Ho2] The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is a y -space;
(2) there is a nbhd assignment {# „(* ) : x EX,n EN} in (X, r) such that
foreach p E X , S iV „(y„) Vn and y„— => xn— ^ p ;
(3) (X, t)  is a Ym-space for every m EN.
Proof. The implication (3) =*(1) is obvious.
(1)=>(2): Let {# „(* ) : x EX,n  EN } be a decreasing y-nbhd assignment in 
(X, r) and suppose xn ENn(yn) Vn  and yn— - - * p . Then V«, 3itfl a n such that 
ykn ENn(p) and since E N ^ y ^  j  C N ^ y ^ ), it follows that x^  — *p  so that (xn)
clusters at p .
Claim. xn—
Pf. Otherwise, 3 M E N x{p) such that Vn,3j„  a n w ith j n+j > j n and 
Xjn EX  -  M. Now since yjn— f~*P^ it follows that Vn, 3ijn a j n such
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that y, ENn(p). Hence, as we also have jc{- E M  ly, C N  y. L it
in  Jn Jn \  Jn I  \  Jn I
follows that xj ------ * p, which is impossible as (x, is never in M.
Jn X  \  Jn J
(2) =*(3): Assume (2). The proof is by induction on m. First, observe that
{ ty iM : x EX, n EN } is a yi-nbhd assignment.
Now consider any m EN , assume {# „ ( * ) :*  EX, n E N } is a ym-nbhd
assignment, and suppose xn EN™+I(p) Vn. Then V n,3yn S N „(p )  such that 
xn ENn(yn)- As (X ,r) is a ym-space, it follows that yn— ^~*P- Thus, by our
hypothesis about {# „( jc) : x EX, n E N }, it follows that xn — —*>p.
2.6.8 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, v):
(1) (X, r) is pseudometrizable;
(2) (X, t) is a y -,^ -sp a ce ;
(3) (X, t) is a -space;
(4) (X, t)  is an Sm~, -space for each m E N ;
(5) (X, t)  is an 52- ,  ^ -space;
(6) (X, t)  is an y -space;
(7) (X, t)  is an Sm+i~,Nm -space for each m EN .
Proof. (1)=>(2) and (1)=>(3): I f  (X, t )  is pseudometrizable, then there is a decreasing 
nbhd assignment jE X ,« E N } in  (X, r) fo r  w hich both
xn, p E.Nn(yn),Vn =s> xn— ^-*p  and q&Nn(p) => p E N n(q). Note that this
nbhd assignment is y , y * , and N i .
(2)==t>-(4): Note that the proof o f Theorem 2.6.7 shows that every y-nbhd 
assignment is actually a ym-nbhd assignment for every m EN. Note also that, for every 
m EN, a ym-nbhd assignment is an Sm-nbhd assignment.
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(1)=^(7): As in the proofs of (1) =>(2) and (1)=>(3), there is a decreasing nbhd 
assignment ( jc) : x EX,n  EN}- in  (X, r) fo r w h ich  both 
xn, p ENn(yn),Vn => x „— ^-*p  and q E N n(p) => p E N n(q). We have already
determined that this nbhd assignment is y and so, by our observation in the proof of
(2) =>(4), it follows that {Nn(x ) : x EX,n EN } is ym for every m EN and, therefore, Sm 
for every m E N . Since we have also shown that {# „ ( * ) : x EX, n EN}• is N\ , and since 
an /Vj-nbhd assignment is Nm for every m EN, we conclude that {Nn(x) : x EX ,n EN } 
is simultaneously Sm+1 and Nm for every m EN.
(4) =^(5): This implication is obvious.
(5) =*-(6): Note that any ^-nbhd assignment is a y y*-nbhd assignment.
(6)=>(1): Let {# „(* ) : x EX,n EN } be a decreasing y y * -, ty-nbhd assignment 
in (X, r) and define Gn(p) -  X -  { *E X : p £ N n(x)}.
Claim 1. p EGn(p)
  0°
Pf. Otherwise, p e {x  E X : p £ # „(* ) }  £  H  Wjfc[{* ^A f„(jc)}] so
&= 1
that p E N n(x) for some jcEX w ith pf£Nn(x), which clearly cannot 
happen.
Now note that x EGn(p) => pE N n(x) .
Define Mn(p) « Nn(p) n  Gn(p).
Claim 2. \Mn(x) : x EX, n EN} is a Nagata nbhd assignment
Pf. Suppose yn EMn(p ) r \M n(xn) Vn. It follows that, V n,
yn ENn(p )n  Nn(xn) and p,xn ENn(yn). So, as {# „(* ): *  EX,n  EN } 
is y y*, it follows that xn— - - * p .
Claim 3. {Mn(x): xEX, n EN} is a y -nbhd assignment 
Pf  Suppose xn EMn(yn) and yn E M n(p) Vn. It follows that, V n, 
yn E N n(p)n  Nn(xn) and p, xn ENn(yn). So, as {JV„(x ) : x EX,n EN } 
is y y*, it follows that xn— ^~*P-
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As a Nagata y -space is pseudometrizable, it follows that (X, r) is 
pseudometrizable.
(3) =s> (6): Note that any y * -nbhd assignment is a y y *-nbhd assignment.
(7) =o(5): This implication is obvious.
Note that the condition qENn(p) => p ENn(q) can replace the -property in 
this theorem and the next.
2.6.9 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a topological space (X, r ) :
(1) (X, r) is pseudosemimetrizable;
(2) (X , r) is a first countable Ny -space;
(3) (X, r) is a semistratifiable Ny-space;
(4) (X , r) is an Sy-,Ny-space.
Proof. (1)=>(2) and (l)=o-(3): Suppose (X, r) is pseudosemimetrizable. Then, by 
Theorem 2.2.6, (X, t)  is both first countable and semistratifiable.
Claim. (X, r) is an -space
Pf. Le t d be a pseudosemimetric fo r (X, r ) . Then
|srf( jt,l/2 ,l) :jc e X ,« e N j is a nbhd assignment in (X, t) . Consider any
00
A C X . By Lemma 2.2.1 it  follows that A C P jsJA , l/2 nj,  where
H = 1
Sd[A, l / 2") - U { ^ ( a ,  l / 2n): a 6 a }.
(2) =>(4): This implication is obvious since a yj-nbhd assignment is always 5).
(3)=>(4): This implication is also obvious since a y \-nbhd assignment is always
Si-
(4) =*►( 1): Let {# „(* ): x EX,n E N } be an Sj-.A^i-nbhd assignment. Then,
using Lemma 2.6.5, for each p EX  and each n GN,
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p EX  -  [ x E X : p £ N n{x)} Q X - { x & X : p £ N n{x)} -N*n(p) 
so that N*( p) ENX( p) .
Define Nn(p) -  Nn{p) n  N*(p) .
Note that q ENn(p) =^> p E N n(q) and, as {Nn(x): x  EX, n E N } is Si, 
xn ENn(p) V/z =* xn— ^ p ,  
so that, by Theorem 2.2.6, (X, t)  is pseudosemimetrizable.
The diagram on the next page summarizes the relationships among the spaces studied 
in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
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pseudometrizable; or 
stratifiable A7-space; or 
developable, Nagata space
✓  \




7 -,7  -space; or 
semistrat. 7-space





/  \  /
7-space






A7N-space I s* countable 
A 7 ‘ -space 7 -space
I s' countable 
77*-space A7*-space
1st countable 77 -space semistratifiable space
Figure 6. Generalizations of Pseudometrizable Spaces
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CHAPTER THREE
NEIGHBORHOOD STRUCTURES, BINARY 
RELATIONS, AND WEAK DISTANCES
The aim of this chapter is to provide several examples which promote the study of 
structures which generalize topologies (neighborhood structures) and distances (weak 
distances) and to suggest some of the basic elements of the theory behind these 
generalizations. We shall also see that binary relations and even weak distances themselves 
are capable o f being modeled through neighborhood structures. Significantly, each 
generalization supports a natural notion of continuity.
Given a set X we w ill let P(X) denote the power set of X . A filter in a nonempty 
set X is a nonempty subset of P(X) that is closed under finite intersections and supersets. 
Note that X itself is a member of any filter in X. Also, if  0  is a member o f a filter in X, 
then the filte r is P(X). For any ASP(X) we w ill let f  A denote the collection of all 
members of P(X) that are supersets of A.
A neighborhood structure [Sm] on a set X  is a map N : X - *  P(P( X)) such that 
N(p) is a filte r in X for each pE.X. The pair (X, N) is then called a neighborhood 
space and the members of N{p) are referred to as neighborhoods of p .
3.1 Example. I f  (X, t)  is a topological space, then Nx is a nbhd structure on X and 
(x ,N T) is a nbhd space.
However, a nbhd structure need not be topological. In the topological setting a point 
must be a member o f each of its nbhds, but clearly the axioms for a nbhd structure do not 
require that this be so.
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3.2 Theorem. Let (X, A/) be a nbhd space. Even i f  p  sQ A /(p ) for every- p S X , it 
need not be the case that A/ « A^ for a topology on X .
Proof. Let X -  {o, 1, 2 }, A/(0) -  T {O, l } , M 1) -  t  { l  2 }, and A/( 2) « ? {o, 2}. Clearly, 
A/ is a nbhd structure on X. Now if  there is a topology r  on X such that A/»= A^, it 
follows that {0 ,l} 6 r  and {l, 2} Ex so that { l}  E r  and, therefore, {l}E A /(l) (in a 
topological space, an open set is a nbhd of each of its points), which is not true.
The example provided in this proof demonstrates some of the versatility of nbhd 
structures. The only topology on {0 ,1,2} for which (0, l}  is a nbhd of 0, (l, 2} is a nbhd 
of 1, and {0,2 } is a nbhd of 2 is discrete. The non-topological nbhd structure in the proof 
can be viewed as modeling the binary relation R -  {(0,0), (0,1), (1,1), (1,2), (2,2), (2,0)} 
in the sense that (p , q) E.R if  and only if q 6 ^ ) A/( p). From a graph-theoretic perspective, 
R is a directed graph having no parallel edges; the smallest nbhd of a point (i.e. node) p is 
exactly the set o f nodes reachable by edges emanating from p (i.e. the set of immediate 
successors of p ).
Observe that the function d : (0 ,1,2} x |0 ,1, 2} -» [0 , 00) defined by
also models R. It is worth noting that d is a distance for (0 ,1,2}.
3.3 Example. For each n £N  we shall refer to {l, 2 ,..., n) as an initial segment o f N . 
Define
%f  and are, respectively, the sets of finite and infinite bit strings. Let
1, otherwise,
=* {0 } U jx  | x : A -» {0, l}  for some initial segment 
& - { x | j t :N - * { 0 , l } } .
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Given x, yEJS we w ill say that x is a prefix o f y, denoted x s y ,  provided that 
the domain o f x  is a subset of the domain o f y and for each k in the domain o f x, 
x{k) = y(k). Note that £ is a partial order on
If we define N^(p) -  T{* €% ' P *  ■*} for each p E g ,  then is a nbhd structure
on g.
The function ds : g  x g - *  [0, oo) for which
f0, if  x s  y;
otherwise,
is a distance for g  that encapsulates the prefix ordering.
Of course there is nothing to prevent us from representing the information contained 
in an arbitrary binary relation R by constructing a nbhd structure in the above fashion. 
Also, for any binary relation R defined on X , the function defined so
that
f0, if  (p,q)ER;
R P'** j i ,  otherwise,
models R. But since it is not necessarily the case that (p, p) ER, we may not have 
dft{p, p) -  0 and, hence, d% need not be a distance for X . For this reason we introduce 
the notion of a weak distance.
A weak distance for a nonempty set X is a function d: X x X - * [  0, <»). We have 
just shown that any binary relation on X can be represented using a weak distance.
Given a weak distance d for X we define, just as we do for distances, the sphere 
Sj(p, e) centered at p EX  o f radius e > 0 so that
Sd(P> £) -  {*  '• d{p, x) < e }.
Weak distances generate both nbhd structures and topologies. I f  d is a weak 
distance for X , we define a nbhd structure N j  on X  and a topology on X so that 
t y i p )  *  {A C  X :3e >0, S^(p, e )C  a } for each p E X
and
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*d - [A Q X - .> i  p e X ^ e p >G,Si [p,sp) Q ^ .
As we have seen, it need not be the case that Sd(p, e) E.NXd{p) ; however,
SdiPi e) €.Nd{p) for every p E X  and every e > 0.
Note that if  R is a binary relation on X , NdR -  A/r • Hence, the nbhd structure
given in the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that, even when d is a distance (as opposed to 
just a weak distance), there may not be a topology r  for which Nd = ty .
3.4 Theorem. I f  d is a weak distance for X , then, for each p G X , NXd (p )QNd(p) ■ 
However, even if  d is a distance, it is possible that N j  *  NXd.
Proof. Clearly, NXd(p)Q Nd{p) for each p E X . If  R is the binary relation described in 
the proof o f Theorem 3.2, we have seen that NdR *  Nx for any topology on {0 ,1,2}; 
hence, NdR *  NXdR . Here is another example of a distance d for a set for which
A /r f-A t/
Let X = [0,1] and A «= jl/3 n : n E n | and define a distance d so that
d(0, x) -  d(x, 0) -  1, i f  x& A  U {o}, and 
d(x, y) - 1 x -  y |, otherwise.
Note that Sd(0,1) -  {o} U A E A ^(0).
Claim. Sd(0, \ )£N Xd(0)
Pf. Otherwise, 3GSxd with 0 E G QSd(0,1). Then, 3 e > 0  such that 
$/(0, e)CG . But Sd(0, e) = {o} U |l/3 w : nEN, n a fcj for some/tEN. 
So l/3 * EG . Hence, 36 > 0 such that Sd(l/3k , a) C G. But 
sd(i /3k , s) « (1/3* - 6,1/3* + s)n [0,1] 
so that ( l/3* -  6, l/3 * + <5) f l  [0,1] C 5^(0, e), which is impossible.
3.5 Example. Let e > 0 and suppose that a real number y may be used as an 
approximation for a real number x provided that the Euclidean distance between x and y
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is less than e . We can view e as the smallest unit measurable by a particular measuring 
device. The distance de for R defined by
models this situation by identifying those real numbers “ close enough” to a given real 
number x to be regarded as approximations to x. Note that d is a pseudosymmetric for 
R that is not a pseudometric.
The previous example, although very simple, suggests the utility of distances which 
do not satisfy the Triangle Inequality and for which distinct points may, under certain 
circumstances, be identified with each other. Our next example establishes the significance 
of weak distances that are not distances.
3.6 Example. Let Q be the set of rational numbers in (0,1] and P = (0,1] -  Q. Recall 
that each * E (0 ,1] has a unique decimal representation that does not terminate; for each 
such x , let x{k) be the decimal digit in the k -th  place to the right of the decimal point in 
this representation of x. Define a weak distance d  for (0,1] so that
The motivation behind the definition o f d stems from the attempt to approximate an 
irrational in (0,1] using rationals in (0,1]. Since it would be impractical, from a 
computational perspective, to employ irrationals as approximations, we have constructed d 
so that irrationals become “ far” from one another, even from themselves. Thus, d is a 
weak distance that is not a distance. Intuitively, the points o f (0,1] which are close to an 
irrational p E (0 ,1], as measured by d , are exactly those rationals in (0,1] which agree 
with p  in the first several decimal places.
1, otherwise,
1, if  x,ySP-, 
d{x, y) -  ■ 0, if  x,yBQ  and x -  y;
l/2 ” , where n -  min{fc E N : x(k) *  y(fc)}, otherwise.
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A similar type of weak distance can be developed in any setting in which a set of 
“ ideal”  elements (the elements actually being computed) are understood only through their 
“approximations” (perhaps via a lim iting process) and these approximations, distinct from 
the ideal elements themselves, are well-understood and capable o f being stored in and 
retrieved from a computer’s memory.
The weak distance d for (0,1] that we have described fails to satisfy the Triangle 
Inequality (for example, d( j2 /2 ,  - J l / l )  « 1 and d {JH 2 ,0.7l) -  d{o.7l, V2/ 2) = 1/4 so
that d( j2 /2 ,  j2 /2 )>  d( j2/2,0.7 l)  + d(o.7l, J 2/2 )), providing further evidence that a
“ reasonable” notion of distance does not necessarily require that the Triangle Inequality be 
satisfied.
Note also that j 2 l 2 $ S d{ j 2 l 2 , l )  so that a sphere determined by a weak distance 
need not necessarily contain its center.
Next we show that there are nbhd structures which cannot be induced via weak 
distances.
3.7 Theorem. Given a nbhd structure N  on X , even if  N  -  .A4- for some topology on 
X , it need not be the case that N  -  Nd for a weak distance d for X .
Proof. Let X be the collection o f all real-valued functions defined on [0,1]. Given 
/  E X , e > 0, and a finite subset F  of [0,1], define
AF, e (/) “  {# e X: V * EF,| f (x)  -  g(x) | < e}
and, for each /  E X , let
/? (/) «= |  e( f ) : FQ  [0,1], F  is finite, £>oj, and
M f )  -  {A C  X: 3A E / l ( f ) ,  AC n \.
Then N is the nbhd structure on X induced by the topology r  of pointwise
convergence.
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Claim I. For any U C N (f )  having the property that
NEN(J)  =» 3U E U ,U C N ,  
there exist C/j, U2 ELA such that U2 and U2 ( fU !.
Pf  Otherwise, 3LA C N { f )  that is totally ordered by set inclusion and for which
N E N ( f )  => 3UELA,UQN. For each «GN define g „ E X  so that
g „(*) -  / ( * )  + 1/ 2”  and note that the sequence (g„) converges pointwise to / .
Since (X, t)  is Hausdorff, for each n EN there exists Un ElA such that gn & J n.
Now, note that for any V ELA, there exists n such that V ( fU n (otherwise,
3VELA with V Q U n Vn so that, V /i, gn (£V, contradicting the fact that 
gn— ^~*f)-  Now suppose J E W  Ex. Then 3V E  LA with f E V Q W  and
3«EN  with V ( fU n. But, as LA is totally ordered by set inclusion, it then follows 
that Un QV  so that Un Q W . Therefore, \Un : n EN} is a countable nbhd base at 
/ ,  contradicting the fact that (X, t)  is a well-known example of a topological space
that is not first countable.
Claim 2. N *  for any weak distance d for X
Pf. Suppose to the contrary that N=  for some weak distance d for X and, for 
each /E X ,  let 5^{f )  -  {sd{ f ,  e ) : e >0 }. Note that S ^ (/)C A /(/). Then, 
given /  EX  and N E N ( f ) ,  there exists S E S j l f )  such that SC iV. Thus, by 
the first claim, there exist S^ES^if)  such that and 52 </5'1,
contradicting the trivial observation that given two spheres centered at the same 
point, one is a subset of the other.
Neighborhood spaces allow, in a very natural manner, for the introduction of notions 
of open set, interior point, limit point, closed set, and closure point.
Let (X, N) be a nbhd space, A C X , and p E X .
(1) A is open in (X, N) if  it contains a nbhd of each of its points;
(2) p is an interior point of A if  A contains a nbhd of p ;
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(3) p  is a limit point of A if  (A^  — {/?}) f l  A *  0  for each N E N (p ) ;
(4) A is c losed in (X, N) if  it contains all of its lim it points;
(5) p  is a closure point of A if  N  D A *  0  for each N EN{p ) .
We may then define the interior of A , denoted I n t A ) , to be the set o f all interior 
points of A , the derived set of A, denoted Lim /y(A), to be the set of all lim it points of 
A , and the closure of A , denoted Clyy(A), to be the set of all closure points o f A.
The following sequence of results outlines some of the basic theory of nbhd spaces 
and provides links to the theory of topological spaces. The proofs follow almost 
immediately from the definitions just given.
3.8 Lemma. Let (X , N) be a nbhd space and A Q X .
( 1) I n t ^ A ) A  EA/(x)};
(2) A isopen if f  A C In t^/(A );
(3) A is closed if f  Cl jy(A) C A.
3.9 Theorem. [Sm] If  (X, TV) is a nbhd space, the set xN of all open sets in (X, N) is 
a topology on X.
3.10 Corollary. Let (X, N) be a nbhd space.
O) £ M p ) for each p E X ;
(2) A Q X  is open in (X, NXn ) if f  A ;
(3) A C X  is closed in (X, A/) if f  A is closed in (X,x^).
3.11 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a nbhd space (X,N):
(1) N  = for some topology io n  X ;
(2) pEf)N(p) ,  VpSX.and V p S X , VWEA/(p),3GEA/(/>)D tn ,G Q N .
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Proof. (2)=>(1): Apply Theorem 1.1.
3.12 Theorem. I f  r  and r *  are topologies on X ,
r = t* A/T = A/T».
3.13 Corollary. I f  (X, N) is a nbhd space and A/ -  !% for some topology r  on X, 
then Tflj = x.
3.14 Lemma. Let d be a weak distance for X .
0 )  TA/d = T</;
(2) for each A Q X ,  Cl j jd — {jc E X : d(x. A] » 0}.
We now introduce notions o f continuity in the contexts of weak distances and nbhd 
structures.
If dx and dy are weak distances for X and Y, respectively, a function f : X - * Y  is 
continuous at p EX provided that for each e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that
dx(P> x) <6  =* dyU(P), f ix ) )  < e .
Note that by modeling binary relations Rx  on X and Ry on Y using the naturally 
associated weak distances, we can consider a function f  : X - * Y  to be continuous at 
p e X  exactly when (p , x) E.RX ==> ( / ( p), /( * ) )  .
I f  (X, Nx ) and (Y, Ny) are nbhd spaces, a function / :  X -*> Y is continuous at 
p £ X  provided that
for each NE.Ny{f(p)), there exists ME.Nx (p) such that f [ M ] Q N .
I f  /  is continuous at every point of X we w ill say /  is continuous.
Our definition of continuity in the weak distance setting is consistent with that of the 
nbhd space setting when we consider the nbhd structures induced by weak distances 
defined on the domain and codomain of some function. A concrete example (the changing
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rate structure of a telephone system) is developed in [CKS] in which weak distances are 
defined on the domain and the codomain of a function in such a way that the resulting 
topological and potentially non-topological nbhd structures are distinct from one another 
and allow topological continuity to be compared with the notion of continuity derived from 
non-topological nbhd structures.
The topological characterizations o f continuity in terms of the closure and interior 
operators carry over into arbitrary nbhd spaces.
3.15 Theorem. Let (X,Nx)  and (Y,Ny) be nbhd spaces and f : X - * Y .  The 
following are equivalent:
(1) /  is continuous;
(2) for each A Q X ,  / [ a ^ ( A ) ] c a ^ ( / [ A ] ) ;
(3) for each A Q Y , / * “ [ln tA/y(A )]c  I n t ^ / * " ^ ] ) .
3.16 Lemma. Let (X, Nx)  and {Y,Ny) be nbhd spaces and / :  X -*  Y be one-to-one 
and continuous. Then /^ U m ;^ (A ) jc L im ^ ( /[A ])  forevery A Q X .
Proof. Consider any A Q X ,  suppose p ELim /yx (A), and consider any N E Ny i f ip ) ) -
Since /  is continuous there exists M E N x ip )  such that f [M]QN.  Now 
3x e ( M - {p}) f l  A. Then, since /  is one-to-one, / ( * ) * / ( /? )  so that 
A x ) e ( N - { f { P)})nf[A\ .
A nbhd space (X, Nx)  is homeomorphic to a nbhd space (Y,Ny) i f  there is a 
bijection f : X - * Y  such that for every p EX  and every A Q X ,
AENxip) o  /[A ] ENy(f(p)).
Such a function /  is called a homeomorphism.
Our next result is essentially a corollary to Lemma 3.16.
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3.17 Theorem. Let (X ,Nx) an<* (^,Ny)  be nbhd spaces and f : X - * Y  be a 
homeomorphism. Then /^L im ^Y(A )j-L im  yvr ( /[A ])  for every AQX .
I f  two topologies on a given set X induce the same derived set operator, it follows 
that the spaces are homeomorphic. This is not necessarily the case with arbitrary nbhd 
spaces, though.
3.18 Theorem. I f  (X, Nx)  and (K, Ny) are nbhd spaces, f : X - * Y ,  and
L im ^ l/ tA ])  for every A Q X ,
it is possible that (X, Nx)  and (Y, Ny) are not homeomorphic.
Proof. Consider the nbhd structures N  and M  defined on X = {0, l}  for which
A7(0) = NO) -  MO) -  f {l} and Af(0)- {x} 
and observe that Lim yy(A) = Urn ^ (A ) V A C X. But neither of the two bijections on X
are homeomorphisms.
Thus, although there are many topological theorems that translate essentially word for 
word into results about arbitrary nbhd spaces, not all do. Theorem 3.18 is particularly 
compelling given that so much of the early work in general topology grew out of the study 
of lim it elements o f sets.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
This work has considered neighborhoods in historical, topological, and non- 
topological contexts. The notion of neighborhood played a crucial role in the mathematical 
investigations leading up to Hausdorff’s formulation of topological spaces and served as 
the primitive concept on which his theory, and later Frdchet’s, was based.
The study of topological spaces through the use of neighborhoods has the advantage 
of being very natural and often offers relatively simple proofs that appear to shed more light 
on the specific spaces being explored than other approaches. Our focus on neighborhoods 
has provided alternate proofs of some known results and helped us to formulate and prove 
a variety of new results within the setting o f non-Hausdorff spaces. These spaces, once 
casually cast aside as pathological, are finally receiving attention due to contemporary 
applications in theoretical computer science.
Our use of weak neighborhoods points out that in some situations it is possible to 
suppress certain properties of topological neighborhoods and motivates the consideration of 
more general neighborhood-like structures such as Smyth’s neighborhood spaces. The 
theory o f neighborhood spaces simultaneously generalizes topologies, (weak) distances, 
and binary relations, and appears to be an area that demands much more exhaustive study. 
In particular, the formulation of appropriate notions of compactness and connectedness, 
along with various separation properties, especially point-separation properties less 
restrictive than Hausdorff’s axiom, should be undertaken. Developing neighborhood space 
analogues to topological properties for which simple neighborhood characterizations do not 
(yet) exist may prove to be particularly challenging.
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